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FOREWORD 

This analytical survey# dealing with solid propellant 
combustion, is based on Soviet open literature avail* 
able at the Aerospace Technology Division and the 
Library of Congress. The survey covers the period 

í®™11^1?62 trough May 1966. Approximately 
half of the abstracts presented in this survey have 
been previously published in the ATD Press, and some 
of these topics have been previously discussed in 
other ATD publications. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The survey consists of two parts: Part I contains a gen¬ 
eral discussion of selected articles on solid propellant com¬ 
bustion, and Part II, the abstracts of these articles. The 
material reviewed indicates that Soviet investigators are placing 
particular emphasis on the following three areas: the relation¬ 
ships between the pressure and the burning velocity; the effect 
of Porosity, particle size, and density on burning velocity and 
instability; and condensed-phase reactions. These three sub¬ 
jects are important for elucidating combustion instability phe¬ 
nomena and general combustion characteristics. The pressure 
sensitivity of the burning velocity may be considered to be an 
important characteristic for assessing instability. The particle 
size affects the pressure sensitivity of the burning velocity 
and is, therefore, an important parameter of stabilitv. The 
porosity is important for gas penetration into the pores and 

ignition which, under given conditions, precedes in- 
stability and a deflagration to detonation transition. Condensed- 
phase reactions play an important role, since by shifting the 
controlling reaction from the condensed into the gas phase or 
from the gas to the condensed phase, stability characteristics 
are markedly affected. 

It is evident from the current literature that Soviet re¬ 
searchers are making great progress and are showing an original 
approach to the study of combustion mechanisms and instabllltv 
phenomena, * 
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SOLID PROPELLANT COMBUSTION 

PART I. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

1. THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE 

«««H«!?? eff®ct °£ Pressure on the burning velocity and other 
®haracteristics is an important factor in stability 

analysis, since a change in pressure caused either by thrust 
con rol or nonuniformities in the combustion process may induce 

seauentlv Soviet ÍBadan8ht0 iKStabUlty or t0 extinction. Con- 
Õ? tMS phenomenon S haVe **** exten3Íve Investigations 

ir M An interesting analysis (50) was recently published bv B 
Novozhilov, who considered a burning solid propellant to be an 
osciliating system and derived criteria for resonance and damp- 
ing in response to harmonic pressure fluctuations. The same 

minim? VÍ?US s*;udy derived expressions for deter- 
mining the deviation of pressure from the steady-state value 
during harmonic pressure fluctuations. He considers this prob- 

lrapSi:tan^ln.analyzlng the «aeration of Lo2s?ic osl 
nf ihaT?« 0furectansular and triangular pressure 

:? on combustion characteristics was also analyzed (22) 
V hV°níiití?ns were e8tabldshed under which pressure pulses' 
a ay lead to extinction. An analysis (20) of the pressure depend- 

oreseStedheflndr?î:n8 veloci£y ba8edcon the relaxation theory is d 
presented, and the range of pressure exponential values in the 

^eloclty vs Pressure relationship were calculated. Ana¬ 
lytical expressions for calculating the nonsteady-state burning 
yelocitjr were obtained on the basis of a theoretical model (2¾) 
Another theoretical study on the effect of pressure on the burnl 
ing velocity was presented in (72). 

An interesting analysis of the anomalous dependence of the 
Sr!S8UI*e.?n ^burning velocity of ammonium per?hlo?2te Sas 
made on the basis of a theoretical model (Ü1). This model con- 

phasrreactiJntzoSes10niSetWee5 th! «as-Pha8e and th« condensed- 
‘ was found that elth®r zone can be 

rate controlling depending on the pressure (41). 

arter?!^1rtrXperlm!ntal stud1®8 deal with the combustion char¬ 
acteristics of ammonium perchlorate and its mixtures with various 
fuels. A study which seems to be important for evaluatin« ner- 

bv^eïîavev^iSÎ61,1^1110? SÍ ®omP°8it® propellants was published 
'/ï0 studi®d the burning velocity vs pressure 

trítÍÍ ãÍíhaíí mlxïur®8 of Perchlorate with finely ground 
trotyl, asphalt, polystyrene, and paraformaldehyde. At subatmos 
P*"1« relationships were lln.sr! it Sas ooncïude'd 
Îî?îcdepî?dh?8k0 the Press“re» four different combustion regimes 
exist. At higher pressure (100—I500 atm), the burning velofitv 
oÕcSíeS8?h! f!î?tl0nahlV8 nonlinear and Aultlflame f?onts mayy 
occur. The latter are characterized by flame centers on the * 
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flïonî ? wîi?h are caused hy the propagation of flame 
along the fuel-oxidizer boundaries. Nonlinear burning velocity 
ys pressure relationships and multiflame fronts appear to be * 
indicative of potential instability. The results of this study 

surfaceint t0 the importance oi‘ the structure of the burning 

in-» d®comPosition of ammonium perchlorate at 1 to 
2^°T26?!C was studied (65). Temperature fluctua¬ 

tions in the combustion of ammonium perchlorate at 40—350 atm 

pnmh„«??«!îreci U/f^f°r characterizing stable and instable 
combustion regimes (16). Combustion of ammonium perchlorate at 

Pressures up to 1000 atm was also studied (21). The struc- 
ture of the grain surface of stoichiometric mixtures of per¬ 
chlorates with graphite, naphthalene, starch, etc. was studied 
at up to 100 atm (5^). The burning velocities of smokeless 
fnnpfi JJnd PETN with various additives was determined (13) as a 
function of pressure at 10—110 atm. It was found that the 
presence of charcoal markedly Increases the burning velocity; 
this is attributed to the generation of dispersed incandescent 
carbon particles (13). A method for determining the nonsteady- 
state burning velocities by measuring the pressure changes dur- 
ing combustion in a bomb is described (30). A method was de¬ 
scribed (10) for calculating the pressure increase at the burn¬ 
ing surface of a solid propellant. 

To summarize, it may be said that the effect of pressure 
or pressure changes on the burning velocity is considered by 

î®15® of great fundamental and practical interest 
which is reflected by the comparatively large number of studies 
devoted to this subject. Particular emphasis was placed on 
anomalities in pressure vs burning velocity relationships (e.g.. 
20, 41). Certain pressure vs burning velocity relationships6 
appear to be indicative of instability, but the fundamental 
causes of instability seem to be connected with more complex 
physicochemical mechanisms which are controlled by the arain 
structure, porosity, reaction kinetics, etc., which are covered 
elsewhere in this report. u 

2. PARTICLE SIZE, POROSITY, AND DENSITY 

The particle size of the fuel and the oxidizer* in ar» 4m— 
tant factor which controls the burning velocity and mav aií«P°r" 
affect combustion stability. The pîSflem Õ? ÎLt“Â« 

ÎKall*K?r ?lxSd particlea give more stable combustion has been 
the subject of several Investigations. N. N. Bakhman (6) found 
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*alïfv) Ïn^+Tin Partlcles of w or Al (which do not 
could be*innnp»QoH°h d,A1^+ Fe2°3 "»l^tures, the burning velocity 
couia be increased by a factor of up to 50. However when t-he y 

S^ifLd ?eZ?nln a PrPellant ln wh?ch components are 
Of1p S veloolty can be Increased by a factor 

2--4, This indicates that the oarticle size he« fho 

reactionncMt00îsefÎ0Ot ln proPeUarlts “here the condensed-phase 
reaction controls the combustion process. The burning veiñrií-v 

rUo ^86 Partlcles was founâ lesO pOOOsOre 
ent than that of mixtures with small oartlcles tm« 

æ.xxr‘rÆ:,s^rKs:«,î;ï«T”î;;rÆs™;K„,. 

OtSdiOd Sre author (9)- Bakhman also recently 
fíaííw NH**C104-plexiglass mixtures and found that certain Leu 
narities in the effect of the fuel and oxidizer narticle size 
Safe*16 Jurnlng velocity can be explained by their decomposition 
rate and, consequently, by the composition of the gasified mix 

size NH C10trh¿Ííüd *?* oombustlon z°ne (11). Small particle * 
Roïh burned slower than mixtures with larger particles 
Bakhman investigated this problem (68) and founO ^t Of the 
case of an oxidizer with mixed particle size the nre,,,!™ 
dependence of the burning velocity depends on th¿ fÎel-ox!dïzer 

velocitie^fní1?8 0n a par?meter exPressed in terms of burning 
vewíÍv ,lar?e» Sma11* and mlxed Particles, the burning 
Ípss nîi ith 5lxedJ0Xldizer particles can be either more orß 
smaliPn^??r? depeSdent than an oxidizer with either large or 
b^iLmmî1?168* The Use of a broader particle size range has 

ofeeprefssSre1LPtLV^rni1n^veî¾t1y0?S S? ^'ßakhman 

dlrïvedaformuïan0feW0rtïy ?aper (8)> ln wh^ch he theoretically 
^as for calculating the dependence of the burning 

the°mixLre thN partJcJe sl'^e allowing for inhomogeneities in 

Sovl.^stSSf«1^ Kf 3 propellant has been considered in several 

to a deflagration toTtonatiL8?^^!?!^0^^6 1°^8 may lead 

tide size increased, the dSradon of rSm?n^fíme "?en the par- 
increased. When the particles were coated pul!atlona also 
the onset of the perturbed regime and the deflag?aUon ^"deton- 
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ation transition were retarded. This is attributed to the fact 
that the wax acts as a thermal barrier and lessens the effect 
of the hot gases penetrating into the pores. 

A comprehensive theoretical analysis (40) was made of the 
conditions under which the pore walls of a solid propellant can 
ignite during combustion. The gases can have a thermal effect 
such as ignition, pyrolysis, or heating of the propellant or a 
mechanical effect such as break-up of the propellant. Two dif¬ 
ferent modes of penetration of gases into the pores exist: 
forced penetration caused by an increase in the outer pressure 
far from the propellant surface. In this case, the pore walls 
are ignited by hot gases, or by adiabatic or shock compression 
of gas inclusions. Spontaneous penetration of gases is caused 
by nonuniformities of the burning surface, by local gas streams 
in the direct vicinity of the burning surface, or by a nonsteady 
state regime. 

The mechanisms by which combustion products can penetrate 
into the pores are also discussed in (15) and conditions were 
established under which penetration takes place. Deflagration 
to detonation transitions were studied by Andreyev (2). He 
discusses the effect of particle size and density on the trans¬ 
ition. 

An experimental study on the effect of density on the 
burning velocity of ammonium perchlorate (6) showed that in¬ 
creasing density can either increase or decrease the burning 
velocity depending on the absence or presence of some admixtures 
(hexamethyleneteramine, cuprous oxide). A method for deter¬ 
mining the density profile during combustion by means of an x-ray 
absorption method is described (36) and the effect of the density 
of pyroxiline powder on the burning velocity at 20—30 atm was 
studied (43). 

To summarize, it may be said that the particle size, 
density, and porosity, which are interrelated properties of the 
propellant, are factors strongly affecting the combustion char¬ 
acteristics and stability. Soviet research appears to emphasize 
the following problems: the selection of an oxidizer particle 
spectrum which yields a minimal pressure vs burning velocity 
relationship (68); determination of particle size vs burning 
velocity relationships and their pressure dependence (8, 9 11)* 
density vs burning velocity relationships and the effect of * 
additives on this relationship (5); the possibility of coating 
particles (microencapsulation) to make a propellant less susefn 
tibie to instability (17); and gas penetration into pores and P 
pore wall ignition (40, 15). ywxca ana 



3. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

aturefLid0?hêSíe™eíItSprofrtÃsthe ln^laJ ProPel^nt temper- 
tant parameters which affect the bSrnin^vêîocït^ïn th* lmP°r' manner as the oressure anrt velocity in the same 

are directly related to ÍnstablÍity ^eío^nr^^víet0^2“0",3 
have devoted a number of studies to this ïmportan? s!bje“?ar rS 

reactîoÎ°™ne? t'he so^aTÍed^efÍLt?^6!:3^1'6 °f the Pon^olllng 
(12). Another study (6?) determined ^»te??erfUre" was drived8 
temperature on the burning velocitv of^nitrn^ of,the ^as-Phase 
lin powders. An investigation (¿12^ of th^ SflyCHrine and pyroxy- 
initial temperature of the nrSnellan? oí fhf ^nd?nCe °f the 
of mixtures of KClOn with tuno-Qfon ^ °? the burn^ni5 velocity 
powder showed that the heat released^í1^001^^ °f pyroxylin 
creases when the initial powder ^peiatÜrl izases.Ph?hene!' 

erabíe effect^n thetcombustionamechmPiratUre may have a 00nsld- 
tant factor in assessing instability301?^3?11 thUS be an imP°r- 
of the kinetic parameters of'th^íííde-1^ !mperature dependence 
studied (52), and rn^Ü^ti mf ??? ???d'P?ase reaotlon 
hexogen, and tetryl (57) ?nd n? hfiî? »f1 temperature of PETN, 
described. J °f balll3tio powders in (38) are 

A. CONDENSED PHASE REACTIONS 

interest in the role of condensed^ha^í ex^blted considerable 
in which heat release occurs eithJrh^f,irefCtl??S in proPellants 
phase such as in thermites or Doth in tn^condenipd11 the ??ndense< 
the gas phase. A recently rubHsned article as 
importance of condensed phase reaction«* doai« ^^usbrating th< 

Z Ä thÄSJti“ 
d.nMd-phase c^ÄS ^ ° 
reactions. The burning velocitv^f the^et? ?bsence of gas-phase 
of pressure and particle size and exhibí^mlXtlîreS is lndePendent 
mum at a given density. These aoneí^t^H Jhafacteristic mini- 
of condensed-phase reactions The mnd^? b? algn:liicant features 
used for studying the com^lex J??r?? ^mlXtUres can ala° be 
of the gas-onase reactions and tnose Ttte coSed^has^f°tS 
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ao.Q<-4SeVeíaÍuthe0retical studles have been devoted to the proo- 
Of(3tho r®action front in the condensed phase. Fo/ P 

instance, S. S. Novikov derived formulas for calculating the 
propagation velocity of a first- and zero-order reaction in the 

de^rr?MnffPíaSH ^2* i,*16 als° analyzed two theoretical models 
describing condensed phase reactions under different conditions 

tio2*artiLneÎhïtmined Ahe exlstence of a unique solution of equa- 
tions describing condensed-phase combustion (^6). Another analv- 

?hing fr re!Ctlon klnetli:s ylelded a'formula"1?oroalcu-^ lating the condensed phase burning velocity (66). 

sub 1ect h alS0 been devoted to this subject. Experiments with mixtures of KCIO4 with metals showed 
that only 7% of oxide is formed while 30? of the KClOu is de¬ 
composed in the condensed phase. Therefore, in this system, 
the reaction in the condensed phase takes place only on the 
surface of the metal particles and combustion of the oxide- 

metal Particles is then completed in the smoke phase (55). 
Another experimenta! study with ballistic powders showed that 
the heat release in the condensed phase increases with increas¬ 
ing pressure (56). A comprehensive study was also made of the 

ofahexogena(37)ln ^ COndensed and gas Phases in the combustion 

To sum]^rj-ze» it may be said that propellants with heat 
release predominantly in the condensed phase are less pressure 
dependent and less susceotible to instability than propellants with 
mainly gas-phase reactions. By increasing the pressure, the con- 

Tfloí0? i?Kthe c°ndensed Phase can be increased. The heat re- 
ll a in the condensed phase can also be increased by increasing 
the initial temperature of the propellant. The finding that 
oxiiie coated metal particles are formed in KC104-metal mixtures 

d?L£r<^HPOhtantlSlnÍÍe the combustion of such particles in the 
dispersed phase may be connected with instability. 

5. IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS 

Ignition characteristics of sohh 
from the viewpoint of general combustion °£ellants are important 
practical applications such ^ theory as wel1 as for 
Soviet investigators have devotld severaîrstudîartÎng °f motors- 
ject. Studies were made on al studles to this sub- 

63). a shock ^e(2?)fbynhot gafes ni b°dles energy (69, 26). "* uy nn Ka3es Ul, 23) and by radiative 
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hv » «niín the analysis of,the Ignition of a solid prooellant 
y Presented in t'*), an experimental studyP(23) 

was made with pyroxylin which was brought into contact with 
hot aluminum block. Relationships for the IgnltiSn delãv 
o? the 2î,^ï" ofhîhe initial powder temperature t^peraíure 

powders by means o?Ca shock^ave^as also sfCdíedGyí.^^opeUant 

temperatures and delay timL TÄg ycerÄl ÏÔcefïÎîose 
?h0.Worert?cIí1:t1:dvWn?)d*íer,1?fe? i" afr^nd ergon^^^ lnother 

V. B. Librovlch, who derivefa method ?Õr fa^culãtLrÍknUlon 
in^hntte^S, t-An apparatus for determining ignition delay times 
in hot gas streams is described in (12) a t-hlírlV?!-! ï ? 
velocit111?? b? 1íght irraci;*-ation (69) showed that the burning 
coinbustion1UCTernduring the transition from ignition to normal 
studied f26) °fSas Natures with 6-radiation was also 
were detimiied in rfS) f°H t®mPeratures of thermit mixtures 
bides in 5) and of pure metals, borides, and car- 
bicies in (3). All the experimental studies reviewed deal wit-h 
the ignition of ballistic powders or thermites but Jrnh/ ? 
mixtures were not investigated. termites, but perchlorate 

6. ADDITIVES AND CATALYTIC EFFECTS 

tífeSts and^additivesSdealt with^h^effects Síudl®s on catalytic 
the decomposition rate of perchloíates^ othenfimetaí Salts on 
were made of the effect of light andlhe combíst^n^ro^uets^1*3 

saltsA2ndnLe!defaoÎ0?he0fdetXeofsfnîln°rfa?eU*o?n* C°* Fe* and « ate showed that copper comoounds aí« aï Sf amrnonium perchlor- 
mg the burning veîocit.îTôOl Tn L ^ effectlve in increas- 
found that Cu, Mn, Co. and Zn‘caíhon»?»her St?dy (6l)- “ «as 
accelerate the decomoosition nr bona):es* oxalates, and chlorides 
Cr, V, and N1 compounds“^ an C?mm Priorate while Pe. 
on the effect of heternnho*.. inhibiting effect. A study (71) 
Cu20, ZnO, CdO, and B) th. HmlC°ndUCtor lmpurltles (Nlof ' 
NHC.CÍ04, and A^Nt showed tíat d^0"posltl°" °f PbN6. K0104 
varied in the desired direct™ h de0?mposltlon rate can bi 
effect can be evaluated ?rlm theií a?»?? 8u?h addmives. Their 
Another study (6A) was made of the effar a «ork/“nction. 

salts in low concentrations on the decomposîtion’oÎ^onium 
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perehlorätB. An investigation of the decomposition of ammonium 
perchlorate (29) showed that its decomposition rate at a surface 
temperature of 270°C can be explained by the catalytic effect 
o combustion products diffusing to the burning surface. A 
mi? «rt5<?íUdy ?!\the decomposition of ammonium perchlorate with- 

the nr?íoíheSJ39¿ 3Ï!?Wed that after phase transformation from 
íth? h bí° t0 the cublc "’odification, the decomposition rate is lowered appreciably. 

in Men6 kflneïi5S ?ure metal Particle combustion was studied 
4n ir \ Í utUw 0f light irradiation (37) showed that combustion 
is affected by light both thermally as well as photochemically. 

In conclusion, it may be said that great emphasis has been 
?n?Ce?4-wn ^decomposition characteristics of perchlorates with 
and without additives and that most of the effects are well 
known. The studies on the effect of light (28) and of combus¬ 
tion products (46) may be of importance for evaluating combustion 
characteristics under specific conditions. 

7. THEORETICAL STABILITY CRITERIA 

i-ho s°vJetj investi6ators have shown great interest in 
the theoretical derivation of criteria for combustion * 
The predictive value of these criteria Is usSaUy nmlïëf bv ^ 

thëlëës0ithësëSëëi1?ti?nS made f0r the 00mbU8ti°n model. Never- 
theless, these criteria are of considerable theoretical ini-PYi««* 

Instability* °aS polnt to oondltlons which indSce 
instability. Among the more recent studies is a work (51) bv 
B. V. Novozhilov, who used a model with a two-stage combustion 
andCaflQ w£ich allows for the condensed-phase, dispersed-phase 
and gas-phase reactions. A criterion for thé amplification of 
acoustic high frequency oscillations by the burning sSríace 
was derived by a different approach in (25) The effprt- «r 

enerF °? ïhe 1,1333 ^ansfer from a'cam£ho£ ^terë w«® 
studied experimentally and theoreticaliv ^ 

this investigation 4 cont^ 4Âsëît ’whUh ë^î^bfëf 
great Interest In studying Instability as well as th^ lnteSL?f 
cation of solid propellant combustion by acoustic energv A ± 

?an^StlH? u0?6,1 aPPllcable to liquid as weU ^ soH^opel- 
lants, which takes into account the formation of foam and aero 
SOlafr°m íhe rao*ten propellant layer, was developed (33) and 
used for deriving relationships for the burning ?elocitv o? 
liquid or melting solid propellants. S. S. Novikov derived a 
criterion in terms of the acoustic admittance of the burning 
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surface The same author refined the model used in (W 
and derived criteria (47) for the acoustic admittance of a burn- 

Vs1*}8 a model with five regions. In another study 
tion od ^erived criteria on the basis of two specific combus- 

8. MISCELLANEOUS 

genera^theoryTfHaoll^rooketMotors îT (6Z)i and Wlth ^ 
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PART II. ABSTRACTS 

1. Alemasov, V. Ye. Teoriya raketnykh dvigateley (Theory of 
Rocket Engines). Moscow, Oborongiz, I962. 476 p. 

This textbook is intended for students specializing in 
aircraft engines at advanced aviation institutes. It 
may also be used by engineers in the same field of in¬ 
terest. The author states that while previous text¬ 
books written by Soviet scientists A. V. Bolgarskiy, 
V. K. Shchukin, A. V. Kvasnikov, G. B. Sinyarev, M. V. 
Dobrovolskiy, V. I. Peodos»yev, M. I. Shevelyuk, and 
others describe liquid-propellant rocket engines, the 
theory of solid-propellant rocket engines is discussed 
to only a very limited extent. Moreover, there is a 
lack of textbooks dealing simultaneously with the 
theory of jet engines operating on various types of 
fuel; books of this type would be quite useful and 
economical. The present work describes fundamentals in 
the calculation and theory of various types of jet 
engines. An analysis is given of operating processes 
and the characteristics and parameters of engines 
utilizing the chemical energy of liquid and solid pro¬ 
pellants. Combustion chambers, solid propellant com¬ 
bustion, nozzle characteristics, and steam-gas genera¬ 
tion were also covered. 

2, Andreyev, K, K. Transition from deflagration to detonation 
of explosives. Vsryvnoye delo, sbornik no. 52/9. 
1963, 130-140. 

The differences between burning and detonation of ex¬ 
plosives are reviewed, and factors affecting the transi¬ 
tion are noted. The acceleration of the burning of 
granular explosives is discussed, with notes on the 
effect of particle size and charge density. Secondary 
solid explosives and the transition of the burning of 
liquid explosives into an explosion are also covered. 
The dual effect of pressure upon combustion stability 
of burning is considered briefly. 

10 



3. Arabey, B. 0., S. Ye. Salibekov, and Yu. V. Levinskiy. 
Ignitability of certain powder materials. Poro- 
shkovaya metallurgiya, no. 3, 1964, 109-113. 

The ignition temperature and the nature of combustion 
of some refractory metals, carbide, and boride powders 
were determined in an effort to establish safe 
handling procedures for these materials. The tested 
powders had a grain size of 3—10 y, which is the size 
most frequently used in powder metallurgy. Heating 
was done either in a furnace in an air atmosphere or 
by a point source (a nichrome spiral) brought into 
contact with the powder. It was found that the smaller 
the powder grain size, the more pyrophoric the powder. 
In the furnace, at grain sizes tested, powders of 
zirconium ignited at 270°C, niobium at 290°C, tantalum 
at 290°C, molybdenum at 310°C, tungsten at 4l0°C, 
titanium at 520°C (with a flash), nickel at 470°C, 
iron at 470°C (flash at 630°C), and boron at 570°C 
(with a flash). With a point heat source, the ignition 
temperatures were generally higher than those obtained 
with the furnace, the difference varying from 10°C for 
boron to 220°C for molybdenum. Only iron ignited at 
350°C. Chromium and nickel remained intact at point 

source temperatures up to 1000°C. Borides (TiB2, ZrB2, 
CrB2, HfB2, SiB6, B4C) did not ignite under 1100°C; 
zirconium,hafnium, niobium, and tungsten carbides had 
ignition points ranging from 760 to 1000°C. 
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Avefson, A. E., V. V. Barzykin, and A. G. Merzhanov. 
Relationships for ignition of condensed explosives with 
ideal heat transfer at the surface and with allowance 
for burnup. Inzhenerno-fizicheskiy zhurnal. v. 9 
no. 2, 1965, 245-249. 1 

An analysis is made of the ignition process taking 
place when a solid propellant is brought into contact 
with a solid heat source. It was assumed that a homo¬ 
geneous, first order reaction takes place in the con¬ 
densed phase in the presence of nonsteady-state heat 
transfer at the surface from the source. No allowance 
was made for phase transformations in the interior or 
on the surface of the propellant, individual kinetic 
and physical stages, dispersion of the condensed 
medium, etc. The propellant was assumed to be serai- 
infinite. The surface temperature of the source T0 
was assumed to remain constant. The spatial and tem¬ 
poral profiles of the temperature and conversion were 
obtained by electronic computation taking the differ¬ 
ence between the heat source and the propellant tem¬ 
peratures, 6 * RTq/E and y ■ op RT^/QE as parameters, 
where c is the specific heat; p, the density; E, the 
activation energy; R, the gas constant; and Q, the 

specific heat release. It was found that with a small 
y (weak ignition source), the ignition process is 
self-accelerating and resembles a thermal explosion. 
Í® * approaches the value of Ycom <Y during combustion), 
two different regimes with high conversion can be 
established depending on whether y > yonm or y < 
The following additional conclusions are made: atClow 
conversion, the reaction may be assumed to be of zero 
order. The ignition delay times calculated by a formu¬ 
la previously developed by Zel»dovich are in some 
cases about 50$ lower than the actual values. There¬ 
fore, this formula cannot always be used. The width 
of the reaction zone under a normal regime is prac¬ 
tically independent of the temperature difference be¬ 
tween the source and the propellant. 
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5. Bakhman, N. NA. p> Belyayev, G. V. Lukashenya, and 

râtl'ne Ç0V‘ The relatlon between the combustion 
aïie-i°Î ammonium perchlorate and its density 

™am!l™khanlkl 1 tel(bnlche3k0y flzlkl^nof ^ 

The combustion rate (u cm/sec) of compacted svstemq 

f ?snedquïï Set£la51Ve den^ty 4 0f thf sLpLS!e:here 
sents the actual £nSraax raîî°' Here p 8m/cm3 repre- 
densitv of típ iivf Pma* the P°tentially possible 
rtinfnio ; glven samPÎe- The shape of the u curve 
T»oann * f11! ^Urn» uP°n the conditions under which the 

?hê p™f învL1??6 T 0D the existing heat losses? ine present investigation was performed on comnactprî 
ammonium perchlorate In a constant pressure ?ank?n 
an atmosphere of nitrogen. The first ser-f*»«* nr 

?n3an°?neU?te?o?? O%oh^e 10 ™ ÍÜÍ^^reñca e'fS 

oSse^Â^oVía^roV^Â 

role of h»a<- i««,., ue°3e in order to assess the 
Jtte °r ?e?t loss* the second series of experiments 
as carried out in plexiglass containers with a mm 

internal diameter. The result showeS that wîth a 

6* íhe c?mbustlon rate was increased. In the 
were^adde^tQ0^?1'«61'1"1?1168 ’ 2* hexaraetbylenetetíamlne 

casing. It washfound°that Se^fa^ríngY/^I^d 

fourth series Í? th® combustion rate. In the 

width of the reaction. The fifth oon-ta» 
with pure ammonium perchlorate a? a Mgher ?nU?a?Cted 

F Â^îd„-? rr‘£^0vSüt 
larger mïTâ CO,"bu8tlon ^ile 
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6. 
Bakhwith stron» *nd V; S* Nlkifor°v. Condensed mixtures 

with strong dependence of the burning rate on the 

I5A“ TKéTiwr"1 

withParîar^e AiZthd °/ comP°nents. Por mixtures 
with a large A, the function u(d) is small. The ratio 
between u for mixtures with the smallest du, and u 
for mixtures with the largest d(u2), 6 » u¡/¿2 was cal- 

KC10teanrf°LmíXtUreS containlng 80—95Í W and 5—20* KCIO4 and mixtures containing 25* A1 and Fp n 

T/JsTo îl'o ítíeaTSed - thep^eTin^ked 
•Lffi ^ atm* varying the diameter of the 
metal particles, u can be varied in W + KC104 mixtures 

to 10 TnrJl*0-50, and/n Fe^0^ a factor of 20 
'1, ín mlxtu^es in which both components are gasi¬ 

fied, u increased only 2—4 times. S 

7. Bakhman, N. N., and.Yu. A. Kondrashkov. Burning of threp 
khiE?ien£ c?Çdensed1mlxtures. Zhurnal fizifheskoí 
khimii, V. 37, no. 1, 1963, 216-219. y 

The effcet of the particle size of metal powders added 
to two-component mixtures on the linear burnino- na*-oed 

ïrif^iVT4;“^ ^xt¿^seacont“n8grate 
in ionA1’ Tt$ W* 0r Zr P°wder8 with particles of 2.5 
ÎS«1*0 u: Large Partlcles (A1 and W, 190 u) decreased 
the burning rate by only about 5—15* comoared wïTh d 
the rate of the nonmetallized mixtures This is n**- 

t° ‘he fact that large palíeles ¿urn fL behîÎd 
the main combustion zone so thaï- hoof p— oenind 

combustion Is not ?ransmit?ld ?õ thUrerm xturf"1 
turehfrn™hhr !?and’ the decrease of combustion temp¿ra- 
ture from heat consumed In the heating and ohase trän« 
formation of the metal Is not large With denñLÍÍ 

Kales“'« ^ COns™ed ln heatîng thëm increases. At the same time, the heat rinv «-u 

^ës1ermbSSÎÏëntë°tïhe oombustlonfzone ^130*^1*- 
decreasés °thêSh,mníhe3e factors. as ‘he particle size 

passes through a minimum. Because small particle^ 
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burn in front of the main combustion zone, the burning 
rate does not increase further when the particle size 
is decreased below a certain limiting value. With 
medium-size particles, the effect of the metal on the 
burning rate decreases with increasing pressure, be¬ 
cause the gas reaction rate increases more rapidly with 
pressure than the combustión rate of the metal. The 
study was made at the Institute of Chemical Physics, 
Academy of Sciences USSR. 

8« Bakhman, N. N., and Yu. A. Kondrashkov. Model of a burn¬ 
ing front of condensed mixtures. IN: Akademiya nauk 
SSSR. Doklady, v. 1^2, no. 2, 1962, 377-379. 

A model of a burning front which takes into considera¬ 
tion the inhomogeneity of the mixture and permits the 
derivation of an equation for u(d) (u ■ burning rate, 
d ■ particle size) is studied. Por d s drain» the burn¬ 
ing front is plane. With increasing d, protrusions 
form at the burning front. The burning rate is assumed 
to be kinetically controlled. The values calculated 
by the derived equations agreed well with the experi¬ 
mental data. 
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9. Bakhman, N. N. Diffusion combustion regime in the presence 
of condensed reaction products. Zhurnal fizicheskoy 
khimii, y. 39, no. 8, 1965, I86O-I862. 

The effects of particle size d on the pressure depend*» 
ence of the burning velocity u of solid’ combustibles 
is examined. Previous experiments (N. N. Bakhman, 
V. S. Nikiforov. Zh. fiz. khimii, 38, 41, 1964) have 
shown that with W + KC10„ and A1 + Fe203 mixtures, the 
burning velocity of mixtures with large particles is 
less dependent on pressure p than that of mixtures 
with small particles. These findings contradict the 
Zel'dovich theory (Ya. B. Zel^ovich, Zh. eksperim. 
i teor. fiziki, 12, 498, 1942) which assumed that when 
the reaction takes place in the gas phase, it is found 
that u 'v rp/d for small particles and u * d~l for large 
particle mixtures, therefore, the dependence of burn¬ 
ing velocity on pressure should be more pronounced in 
mixtures with large particles. Such a relationship 
has been observed for KC10H + graphite mixtures. How¬ 
ever, the contradictory behavior observed with the 
W + KCIO^ and A1 + Fe203 mixtures suggests that the 
reaction does not take place in the gas stream, but 
that the oxidizer diffuses through a condensed liquid 

layer of combustion products such as KC1, W02, Fe, 
A1203, etc. Five different mechanisms can exist depend¬ 
ing on whether the oxidizer decomposes or remains un¬ 
changed. For the cases studied, the following two 
mixed mechanisms are suggested. When the combustible 
particle size is sufficiently small and the contact 
surface is sufficiently large, the oxidizer diffuses 
the combustible without decomposition. Therefore, 
up f(p), where p is the density. When d is suffi¬ 
ciently large, the oxidizer is first decomposed and 
then diffuses in the form of oxygen to the combustible. 
In this case, up ■ /p. When the fuel particle diameter 
is small compared with that of the oxygen bubbles and 
the Jets in the liquid phase, up j f(p). When the 
fuel particles are large compared with the bubbles or 
Jets, oxygen transport takes place also by diffusion 
in the condensed phase and pu * /p. The proposed 
mechanism satisfactorily explains the observed data. 
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10. 
Bakhman, N. N. On the calculation of the pressure rise 

întekhnïch^Îon Zhurnal Prikladnoy mekhanikl 1 tekhnicheskoy flzlkl, no. 1, 1965, IO6-IO8. 

PJ‘®asure<adlfference between the surface of a burn- 
nof C°nde^sed substance and the surrounding volume Is 

WlÎÜ Speolal atten‘ion devoted^to anlr- 
“h*n the heat release takes place partially 

Of ou??T'ntelî in the gaseous phase, or when the rate 
?h*°ctflHW gaseous reaction products approaches 
nnL!Peet°f ?0Und- The calculation is based on the 
for rpI?tl0nHlaWS: Numerical estimates are presented 
a shell1 Sndfrnfh substances confined to not too short 
a shell, under the assumption that the gas flow and 
mum nrPQf co^ustlon front are uniform. The mini¬ 
mum pressure on the charge needed to support the re¬ 
in thp r! alS? ®síimated» and is found to be 4—8 mm Hg 
in the case of fulminate of mercury, and about 4 at- ^ 

STS in the Case of lead styphnate. I? is mSch 
lower for secondary explosives and powders (^1 mm Hg 

not unifo™infhP0Wder * If the ccmbustion front is not uniform, the pressure drop is smaller. 

11. Bakhman, N. N. The cause of the 
the burning velocity on the 
nents. Zhurnal fizicheskov 
1965, 764-766. y 

anomalous 
composition 
khimii, V. 

dependence of 
of the compo- 

39, no. 3, 

As a rule, the burning velocity u of condensed svstems 
increases as the particle size of the components dp 
creases. However, with NH4C104-polysty?eSe mixturé 
at high pressures, the u of mixtures with smaiî ? ?? ï 
particle size of the oxidant is lowlr than u) 
containing 50% coarse (320_4lo u) and 50% finp 
NH4C104. Experiments with gelatinization of t-ho ^ 

show.r?ía?Siñ1the<11Chl0r0ethane f0r 2H hr ^ dryiigT8 

whiih effectlye burning zone near the surface 
which decreases with pressure. In this znnp 
parativelv smallpr Me; \ ««4^. in cnis zone, the com- 
faster t„J„ K.Í 
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takes Dlace in an oxidizer-rich reeime. The selatini- 
zation of the mixture increases the fuel particle size 
of small particles considerably, but the size of large 

exhibitsSfl0nly Thus» the gelatinized mixture 
relationsbip between burning velocity 

and particle size. It is concluded that mixtures having 
th^îl?îlmUm burnlng velocity at an excess of fuel may 6 
exhibit an anomalous dependence of the burning velocity 
on the particle size. The use of large instead of small 
oxidizer particles can increase rather than decrease 
the burning velocity. 

B*^ture'of"buming^of'some^exolos?^’ E"ective tenpera- 
mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy i Iziki^Ao. 6^1963^^^¾^ 

SrPe^Ure c-fflclent 
ship between the burning velocítvUMd°th»nd î?e relatl°n- 

ÍÍSe temperaturef11^ °f «P^^ve^trcaUeTth^ 

temperatíreshare°tabu“?ede?orSnitnoaía °? the eff^tlve 

ihir ¿°°A;£r 
clpar^a^lon occuraV^he6’ that 
exploslves studied, at at.oeph^rirpre^a^a.^ ^loo 
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measured. This i«5 ÍS Very close to the teirmpnoi and 

ingtofated VlCW thatnthrprlnclnaith th* Previously 
Phasef P^í^^te takes pr^fí“,,1" the b^n- 
perohlorate aí? Mf?h ílon of a combustible gaseous 
and Te increases " lncreaaln« burning rate" Helases 

13. Belyayev. A. F saw 

Mechanism ¿f bumingof^nû fnd ïa‘ B# z®l,clovich 
rsres. A1Sa8de0mly8â0nkaeu1keSIsIROWdenr *ï 
no* 2, 1964, 378-380. K 5SSR* D°klady, v. 157 

a mixture if PETO^d^^finlï®1®83 powder» PETN, and 
determined as a function nr ly ground charcoal ¿ere 

Fig. 1. Dependence of 
burning velocity on pr„- 

Í " SB|okele8s powder* 
L.VE™! 3 - TETNe+r’chaT. 



14. 

of burning velocity vs pressure show that both smoke¬ 
less powder and the mixture of PETN and charcoal have 
higher burning velocities than PETN alone. Photo¬ 
micrographs of the burning of the PETN-charcoal mixture 
showed the existence of a narrow layer of glowing solid 
particles located about 0.1 mm from the surface of 
the specimen. The burning of smokeless powder at pres¬ 
sures above 10 atm is a heterogeneous process. In the 
initial stage, a dispersed system of gaseous decomposi¬ 
tion products and solid particles is formed; in a 
later stage, exothermic reactions of the gaseous prod¬ 
ucts take place on the surface of the glowing solid 
particles, which accelerate the reactions of the gase¬ 
ous products; this stage becomes the controlling factor 
for the burning velocity of the explosive. Experiments 
were also carried out with the burning of other explo¬ 
sives (trotyl, hexogen, and a mixture of trotyl with 
ammonium nitrate) containing 3—6? charcoal. These 
experiments also confirmed that the presence of char¬ 
coal accelerates the burning of explosives, owing to 
the formation of a dispersed system ('‘smoke") with 
glowing solid particles. 

Belyayev, A. F., Yu. A. Kondrashkov, G. V. Lukashenya, 
A. K. Parfenov, and S. A. Tsyganov. Flame combustion 
of model mixtures of oxidizer with fuel. Nauchno- 
tekhnicheskiye problemy goreniya i vzryva, no. 1, I965, 
25—30» 

The relationship between the burning velocity u and 
pressure p of composite propellants was studied at sub¬ 
atomic pressures. Ammonium perchlorate-trotyl, potas¬ 
sium, ammonium perchlorate-asphalt, ammonium perchlor¬ 
ate-paraformaldehyde, and ammonium perchlorate-poly¬ 
styrene were ground to 20 to 40 y and intensively mixed 
and compacted to 98? of the maximum density. Although 
the propellants had different fuels, oxidizers,-;and 
polymer binders, the u-vs-p relationships were linear. 
Therefore, it appears that systems which contain suffi¬ 
ciently fine components and fuels which can be gasified 
by decomposition, pyrolysis, or evaporation, give linear 
u-vs-P relationships at subatmospheric pressures. The 
experimental results together with an evaluation of 
burning velocities at higher pressures, obtained pre¬ 
viously , indicate that the following four regions 
exist: 1) a low-pressure region characterized by a 
plane flame front up to about 2 atm (v ■ 1); 2) the 
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15. 

ffiíArB-?sr;s£s: “ Sä-îîrs: 
region above I500 atm (v < 0^3^0 Í) SSuiflam^f3 t 

»sr- 
Doklady, v. 162, 00/2,^965^ 38¾.SSSR- 

oombustlon^product^lnt^thp °f the Pene^atlo„ of 
charge are postulated «L »v P°fes of an explosive 
1) forced ;üne trat ion ^»stantlated: 
sure far from the bSrÂln^sSrf^rflnd^hÍ11! ?Uter pres- 
connected with the rnmhuff?Urface and whlch Is not 
increasing outer pressure-^nd5??0683 ítself» but »1th 
tion, which is connected directly with ?Í¡»°US penetra- 
process and occurs under the th dombustion 
state combustion near the oh»re2dltl;ns of "»bsteady- 
attributed to surfa« and «f?? surface. This is 

H S-“ v :v 
creases with a velocity dp/dt” P a pore ln* 

„ 
S T dtl\' 
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w5erc height of the pore9 Tq is temperature 
of the pore wall far from the inlet, and T* is the tem¬ 
perature of the penetrating gas. Under decreasing 
pressures, the combustion gases penetrate the pore by 
the spontaneous mechanism. The theory was verified 
by experiments with a model pore, a gap (^10 mm long 
and about 0.1 mm wide) between a hexogen charge and a 
plexiglass plate. The charge was bu ned in a bomb 
under controlled nitrogen pressure. he pressure 
change was registered on an osclllogr, h, and the 
combustion process was recorded by hig. soeed photog¬ 
raphy through the plexiglass plate. The combustion 
gases penetrated the pore when the initial pressure 
in the bomb exceeded about 25 atm. The penetration 
rate increased with pressure. A detailed analysis of 
the experimental data is given. 

16. Bobolev, V. K., A. P. Glazkova, A. A. Zenin, and 0. I. 
Leypunskly. A study of the temperature distribution 
in the combustion of ammonium perchlorate. Zhurnal 
prikladnoy mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy fiziki. no. 3. 

To determine the temperature distribution, two types 
of thermocouples (W + Re—W + Re, 5 and 20* Re) were 
used: in one case, the cross section of the wire is 
circularais and 30 w in diameter, and in the other 
case, the wire is a ribbon,3.5 and 7 u thick. The 
perchlorate was compressed to obtain samples with a 
specific gravity of 1.93—1.94 cm3. The experiments 
were performed in nitrogen under 40—350 atm. The ob¬ 
served temperature profiles showed the existence of 
two pressure ranges for the combustion: a steady com¬ 
bustion at 60 < p < 150 atm, and an unsteady combus¬ 
tion at 160 < p < 350 atm. Unstable combustion is 
characterized by a periodic change in the temperature 
(period of 50 msec and an amplitude of 5C0tfC) and when 
the pressure increases, by a decreasing heat release 
in the condensed phase. It is suggested that the com- 
bustion mechanism changes with the pressure change and 
that the diffusion of the combustion products from 
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Îhr.fîî!?y8 c5"!bu;tion zone to the condensed phase has 
a catalytic effect on the combustion process. A hvooth 

InUL a?VanCe? t0 explaln the observed Aerease 
P > 150 atm*”8 veloclty with increasing pressure at 

17. 
BOb°hÛîi V I# A# KarPukhin. and S. V. Chuyko. Com- 

ShîîkiS« exPl0?lve charges. Nauchno-tekhni- 
44-51 * problemy Koreniya i vzryva, no. 1, I965, 

!X£ef4menîs 5ave shown that the transition 
rom deflagration to detonation in porous prooellants 

of garfromdtheth ^ unbaianced formation and removal 
th®4Por®8* The transition from deflagra- 

detonation in hexogen charges of 50—360 m 
3lZe, wlth and wlthout the addition of 

and hiih ^nolHWah ï tUdlued bv Pressure recordings 
a?d blghTspeed Photography. Normal combustion took 

?er co?stant pressure for about 3 sec, then 
to a nerturhZrf1?01^ j!?crea8ed* and gradual transition 

a perturbtd combustion regime occurred, characterized 
by luminosity pulsations. The lengths of the periods 

8iz¿°W Thü1?0?!tyilncreaaed «1th Increasing particle 
8^Zk* f°iiowing mechanism is proposed. Normal 

ÄalnÄ PlaCe Snly When tbe hot «a888 Pene- 
«asifïLÎÎÎn POrV d°.not heat the graln t0 the 
?!I1¿ÍCatl?n,temperature to a depth exceeding that of 
the thermal layer. If this depth is exceeded, transi- 
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tion takes place. Paraffin wax acts as a thermal 
barrier In the penetration of combustion products into 
the pores, and thus retards the transition from defla¬ 
gration to detonation. 

18. Burdukov, A. P., and V. Ye. Nakoryakov. Mass transfer in 

?^îC?UîtlS fl!ld- Zhurnal Prikladnoy mekhISki ï 
tekhnicheskoy fiziki, no. 2, I965, 62-66. 

It is known that the burning rate of liquid or solid 
fuels increases in the presence of acoustic oscillations 
Acoustic oscillations are also used for intensifying 

Proce®ses* However, the mechanism of mass8 
and heat transfer in the presence of oscillations has 
SignalV ?tudîed sufficiently. In the present study, 
an analysis of mass transfer in an acoustic field is 
presented. It was assumed that the sphere is immersed 
in a medium perturbed by a plane acoustic wave the 

the remains constant, the sphere is 
rigid, the gas viscosity and the diffusion coefficient 
are independent of the concentration field, and the 
JT« °f fHe acoustic oscillations is smaller than 
the radius of the sphère (X/R >> 1). The following 
solution was obtained for s/R << l (3 is the dlsnlace- 
ment amplitude of the particles of the medium inPthe 

ÍC WKVe)l Nd " where Nd is the 
Nusselt number based on the sphere diameter* B the 
osoillation amplitude; ., thefrequencytand D the 
diffusion coefficient. The theoretical' «.ults were 
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19. 

varified by experiments with camphor sphères 3.5 to 
10 mm in diameter In an acoustic field of 11.5—18-kc 
frequency and 150—163-db Intensity. Steady secondary 
flows previously described by Abrade and Holstmark 
were found to be the controlling factor for mass trans¬ 
fer. When s/R >> 1, which applies to pulsating com¬ 
bustion chambers, the mass transfer may be considered 
to be quasl-steady-state, and for this case we obtain 
Nd - 0.259P1/3(Bd/v)0*&. 

Fedoseyev, y. A. Combustion kinetics of dispersed metal 
fuel. IN: Akademiya nauk UkrSSR. Institut tekhni- 

£ePioflzlkl« Teplofizika 1 teplotekhnika 

dumk™0196^°l6o-l62?at englneerln*> • Klev. Bukova 

^?0?bKUStl0n klnetlcs of magnesium particles were 
?î^iedK?yua.method based on the Injection of particles 
into a high-temperature airstream and on a photometric 
evaluation of the traces of the burning particles. 

"»agnesium powder fractions with different particle 
size distributions were used to obtain plots of the 
mass m, radius r, and surface S of a particle as a 
function of time. The relationships m vs t and r vs t 
Ie™ f0^d to be curves, but S vs t was a linear func- 
qÍ?«í ?he relatJon8hlP dS/dt - const, termed Sreznev- 
of1«™ ÍfíóiWa8r.f0Und t0 hold for spherical particles 

P?r rod"» sPlra1-» or petal-shaped par- 
tides, the law does not hold and dS/dt * 0. Detailed 

Ínhfníl8?tl0n?40í the combU8tion mechanism showed that 
are flrst covered with an oxide 

film in the preflame zone, and then as the vapor pres- 
aure inside the film increases, the film bursts aSd 
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20. 

the niBtül vapors ignite. Elongated particles lenlte 

there* tí^nWlth thS ®raallest cross section; from 
particle*1* ThTm spreads gradually over the entire 
p rcici.e. in this case, the kinetic characteriqtin« 
re more complicated and depend on the particle size. 

PUI\Ï* Í* Substantiation of the pressure dependence of 
the burning velocity in the relaxation theory of com- 
bustlonoPropagatlon.^Inzhenerno-fisicheskiy zhurnal. 

In the previously postulated relaxation theory of com- 
temW? pi0p^gatl°n in heterogeneous exothermic sys- 
íoSn Zhurnal ^izicheskoy khimii, v. 34, 
I960, 6II; 1299), the pressure dependence of the burn¬ 
ing velocity was attributed to the dependence of the 
pressure on the temperature on the condensed phase- 
gaseous phase interface. However, this suggestion was 
not substantiated. This problem was investigated again 
and new, more accurate equations were derived for the 

Veî°ÎÎty in heterogeneous exothermic systems. 
Analysis of the new equations showed that the pressure 
dependence of the burning velocity is a part of the 
relaxation mechanism of the propagation, and there is 
thus, no need for its substantiation. It was found * 

Var? pet?een °-25 and 0.38 instead of 0 
and 0.38, as claimed in the author's previous work 

?hown the case of a cornCustme* 
mixture of low mechanical strength, the combustion 
propagation may be independent of pressure. 
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21. Glazkova, A. P. Effect of pressure on the combustion rate 
of ammonium perchlorate. Zhurnal prlkladnoy mekhanlkl 
1 tekhnicheskoy fizlki, no. 5, 1563, 121-125. 

The study of the process of self-spreading intramolec¬ 
ular oxidation of ammonium perchlorate AP was conducted 
in bombs in an atmosphere of nitrogen at pressures up 
to 1000 atm. The combustion rate of ammonium perchlorate 
was recorded by the photographic technique described 
in an earlier paper by A. P. Olazkova and I. A. Teresh- 
kin (0 zavisimosti skorosti goreniya vzryvchatykh 
veshchestv ot davleniya. Zh. fiz. khim. 1961, 35, 
no. 7, 1622). Analytical grade ammonium perchlorate 
was dried to constant weight and pressed into small 
sticks having a specific gravity of 1.93-1.9^ gm/cm3. 
It was found that the combustion of a stick 5 mm in 
diameter dies out at 270 atm, while one with a diameter 
of 7 mm continues to burn, which may at first güance 
be explained by an insufficient generation of heat by 
the smaller stick to overcome the heat losses. Such 
a point of view seems to be supported by the observa¬ 
tion that the 5-mm AP stick had not yet started burn¬ 
ing at 50 atm, while the 7-mm stick began to burn 
even at 30 atm. The photographs revealed that at 

1^0 atm,the combustion of AP is stable with only 
separate local flashes on the flame front, while at 
200—350 atm the luminosity becomes weaker and the 
combustion acquires a pulsating character. Experiments 
conducted with AP sticks encased in plexiglass con¬ 
tainers or glass tubing or coated with perchlorovinyl 
lacquer at pressures below 500 atm brought out the in¬ 
significant role played by loss of heat on the AP com¬ 
bustion rate. Similar studies conducted at pressures 
within the 500—1000 atm range revealed that at 
1000 atm,the combustion rate of AP in plexiglass tubes 
amounted to 14 gm/cm2 per sec, while in perchlorovinyl 
tubes its rate is only 9 gm/cm2 per sec. This may be 
due to some kind of interaction taking place between 
the AP and the substance of the casing. 
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22. Gostintsev, Yu. A., and A. D. Margolin. Nonsteady-state 
powder combustion under the action of pressure pulses. 
Nauchno-tekhnicheskiye problemy goreniya i vzrvva 
no. 2, 1965, 69-75. * 

An analysis was made of the nonsteady-state combustion 
of solid propellants induced by rectangular or triangu¬ 
lar pressure pulses. Combustion of a semi-infinite 
charge was analyzed on the basis of the Zel»dovich 
tîe?ry.of P°wder combustion. The nonlinear equations 
of heat conduction were solved through the use of in- 
tegral relationships. As a result, a diagram was ob¬ 
tained which shows the regions of flame extinction as 
a function of the intensity and duration of the pres¬ 
sure pulses. The optimum condition for extinction 
exists when the duration of the pressure pulse is of 
the same order of magnitude as the thermal relaxation 
time of the heated propellant layer. With very short 
pressure pulses, the theoretical results do not corre¬ 
spond to the experimental results because the processes 
in the gas and condensed phases are not quasi-steady- 
state as assumed in the analysis. 

23. Grigor yey, Yu. M., E. I. Maksimov, and A. G. Merzhanov. 
Relationships for the ignition of homogenous explosive 
particles in hot gas. Nauchno-tekhnicheskiye problemy 
goreniya i vzryva, no. 1, 1965, 93-102. P y 

A theory of the kinetics of decomposition of nonvolatile 
explosive particles in a hot gas has been developed on 
the basis of a simple model. The model assumes that 
the exothermal reaction takes place on the surface of 
the condensed particle which does not undergo phase 
transformation or change of size in the pre-explosion 
period, that the spherical explosive particle enters 

theaIîrïJïll?di,Withih0t 8a8, that heat transi‘er inside the particle takes place by conduction and external 
heat transfer by conduction and radiation, and that 
convective transfer is absent. The analysis yielded 
expressions for the temperature profile in the gas and 
inside the particle, for the time required to heat the 
particle, and for the induction period. To verifv the 
theoretical relationships, experiments were made with 
nitrocellulose-pyroxyline powder particles (50—150 u 
particle size) in horizontal and vertical glass tubes. 
The ignition temperatures of 50 m particles were 255°C 

. 
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to the hîghe^therSaî^onductivity^^Irgon la 
aS a 'uncÍLn^r^erafuí100 were in good agreement with the theory. ii,erax;ure 

l8trAnapproximite*methodbinVthe*theory'of*th°V0Zll**0V* 

ÄÄ-f.KÄfrsÄsrsFiC:;.. 

sr'Ärr“ Ä~-“- 
presste "hange Síe^Insídered^^h3"!“ eltP°nen^al 
agreement with" experLentírre^ults 18 ln g00d 
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25. Karakozov, G. K., and G. V. Rossikhin. The mechanism of 
intensification of acoustic oscillations by the burn¬ 
ing surface of a solid fuel. Zhurnal prikladnoy 
mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy fiziki, no. 1964, 135-136. 

The cone.cions under which acoustic oscillations are 
intensified by the burning surface in the combustion 
of solid propellants were analyzed (see Pig. 1). A 
layer is considered which is bounded by the surfaces 
(-) and (+). The distance between the surfaces is 
constant. The surface (-) is situated in the gas phase 
at a point where the reaction is completed. The change 
in parameters to the left of this surface is considered 
to be isentropic. To the right of surface (+), the 
gas is ideal and has a fixed chemical composition. 
Curve 1 shows the density distribution in the layer 
at steady-state combustion. Curve 2 represents the 
adiabatic density distribution in the presence of a 
rapid pressure increase caused by passage of the acous¬ 
tic wave front. Curve 3 represents the steady-state 
density distribution at a new pressure. The following 
criterion was derived for the intensification of high- 
frequency acoustic oscillations: 

where p is the pressure, m is the mass flux, t is the 
characteristic time for redistribution of the parameters 

Fig. 1. Density distributions 
between surfaces (-) and (+) 

in the considered layer during relaxation, M is the 
mass in the considered layer, p_ and p, are density 
fluxes in the surfaces (-) and (+), respectively, k is 
the adiabatic exponent of combustion products, and c_ 
is the acoustic velocity in the surface (-). The sub¬ 
script - refers to the condition wx -► «», where u is the 
frequency. 
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26. Khudenko, B. G. The conditions of ignition in nonthermal 
activation of combustible mixtures. IN: Izvestiya 
vysshikh^uchebnykh^zavedeniy. Aviatsionnaya tekhnika, 

A theoretical analysis yielded criteria for determin- 
ing the intensity of the radiation source required to 
effect the ignition of a combustible mixture. The cal¬ 
culations were made for a radiation source mounted on 
the wall of a tube or on a rod placed in the center of 
the tube containing the combustible mixture. Criteria 
in terms of effective collision numbers were derived 
for thermal and chain ignition. Application of the 
criteria to previous experimental data on the ignition 
oí propane-air and butane-oxygen mixtures with ß-radia- 

showed good agreement between experimental 
and theoretical data. The effect of the radiation 
source intensity on the burning velocity is also dis¬ 
cussed. 

27. Kiselev, Ye. Ye., A. D. Margolin, 
wave Ignition of gun powder, 
no. 4, 1965, 83-84. 

and P. P. Pokhil, Shock- 
Fizika goreniya i vzryva, 

Ignition of nitroglycerin and nitrocellulose powder by 
a shock wave was studied in a shock tube 4.7 m long 
and 41 mm in diameter. The tube was divided by a copper 
diaphragm into a low-pressure chamber filled with air 
and a high-pressure chamber filled with compressed 
nitrogen. The pressure in the shock wave was 3—25 atm 
and the temperature was 500—1500°K. The ignition 
delay decreased as the pressure and gas temperature in 
the reflected shock wave increased. At a gas temoera- 
ture of about 1000°K, the ignition occurred within 
milliseconds. The effect of the powder surface tem¬ 
perature and the surface structure on the ignition 
process was discussed. It was suggested that charges 
with rough surfaces ignite at much lower surface tem¬ 
peratures than charges with smooth surfaces. This was 
proven by experiments with specially prepared smooth- 
surface charges. The surface of the nitroglycerin 
and nitrocellulose powder was moistened with' acetone 
and pressed against a glass plate. After several days, 
the powder charge was separated and ignited in the 
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shock tube. Under the same conditions, the smooth- 

2ûS ínnoCÍaí:?eK di^n0t lgnlte even at temperatures 200 300 K higher than the ignition temperature of 
wit¡\ the usual rough surface; however, a small 
0nmîhe s^oth surface leads to ignition of the 

charges. Thus, the ignition of powder charges is 
greatly dependent on the state of the charge surface. 

fío«°?K0truSÍ'0ns °n the surface are heated much faster 
than the whole surface and considerably decrease the 
surface temperature at which the ignition occurs. 

28. Konev, E. V. The effect of 
ing velocity of powder, 
lemy «oreniya l vzryva, 

light irradiation on the burn- 
Nauchno-tekhnicheskiye prob- 

no. 2, 1965, 76-82. 

iFn^H?o?/Xpeïiment3 by the author indicated that li*ht 
irradiation affects the combustion of ballistite H nnt- 

Sä-“r Hr F 
1 ^n0r #,360 anc^ ab initial temperatures of -78 to 
130 C, it was found that light irradlat-i™ t0 
a carbon source „1th a teraperaiure o? Î?SoÜ2oSo°k h," 
only a thermal and not a photochemical effüt TL 

pSt °o? balllstltebH°rPaiKn ln the ^^Sstlon^ pxouucts oi ballistite H and by reflection 
surface amounted to 29* of the original ligít eneígy. 
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29. Leypunskly, 0. I. Possible effect of the diffusion flow 
of reaction products from a flame on condensed-phase 
decomposition. IN: Akademiya nauk SSSR. Doklad; 
V. 155, no. 4, 1964, 897-899. 

The hypothesis is advanced that the decomposition of 

h« rfîîr06?864 5hase of a ProPellant can be accelerated 
y diffusion of catalytically active molecules from 

the llame to the propellant surface. This hypothesis 

MHUrnneXPÍaln the decornPosition rate of 3 mm/sec of 
NH4C104 at a surface temperature of 270°. since decom- 
position kinetic cannot account for such a large ra£ 

te¡nPerature‘ Approximate calculations 
»of! if® f0r the concentrauion of decomposition prod- 
for fío ph5?e near the ProPellant surface and 
ÍSr eîî rdlffUS¿?n flow of Products from the flame to 
% eUrdffC4,; iThe dJffuslon is expressed as the ratio 

01 the diffusion rate to the mass rate of burning 
For nit£°gJycol and black powder with surface tempera¬ 
tures of 200 and 320°, these ratios are O.15 and O.039 
respectively. These values are not believed to be in-1 
consistent with the proposed hypothesis. 

30. Leypunskiy, 0. I., v. I. Kolesnikov-Svinarev, and V N 

<The UnSteady rate of combustion: 
196^(,*907-909? naUk SSSR- DOklady* v- 15k* no- °> 

detPrt?rtehdyabirnlng rate Uu of black Powder can be 
dn?df Thï detrmlnlng the rate of pressure change 
dp/dt. The powder, with a surface area s and density 
P, is burned in a vessel. The unsteady uu and stladv 

t!onUfroS8wh?íhS are T-elated hy thc following eq!a- tlon from which uu may be determined: 
uu-us » (f/Vps)dp/dt, wnere f is the energy of the 
powder and V, the volume of the vessel. An unsteadv 
burning rate results from changes in heat flour a+- .-k 
K«.r .which occur “* 

do..*..; f«* 
previous burning history of the powder? 
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31. Librovich, V. B. Ignition of powderr, and explosives. 
Zhurnal prikladnoy mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy fiziki 
no. b, 1903, 7^-79. 

ing 
the 

ihe ignition of solid propellants or explosives bv a 
hot gas stream is analyzed theoretically, with the 
assumption that ignition takes place under the follow- 

conditions: 1) the surface temperature attains 
rPíHrníw? established under a steady-state combustion 

girne (T# ) ; <_ ) a critical temperature gradient near 

th1 ?wuCe iS established to enable flame formation: 
and j; the gasified products are ignited. The problem 
is analyzed for cases in which the heat flux to the 
projellant is either low or high, according to the con- 

where Tr is the hot gas temperature, a is the heat 

faT/aiönt* A' iS thermal conductivity, and 
is the temperature gradient. At low heat 

fluxes, the powder ignites immediately w.ien the sur¬ 
face temperature reaches T. At high heat fluxes', the 

T*,is not surricient for' ignition, since 
flame formation is not nossihle owinn- to the hio-h tem¬ 
perature gradient. However, as a result of heat re¬ 
moval by gasification, the temperature gradient de¬ 
creases gradually to the critical value and ignition 
occurs. Formulas and graphs in terms of dimensionless 
parameters are derived for determining the ignition 
parameters and the conditions under which ignition is 
possible. It is noted that by the intensification of 
he heat flux from the gas to the propellant, the ig- 

Thereforpine be reUuced below a minimum valued 
Iherefore, an optimum heat regime must be observed to 
obtain a ml-.lmu:» Unit ion tine. The transition from 
ignition to steady-state combustion is considered and 
it is shown that at low neat fluxes and propellant 
temperatures, steady-state eomhustion is impossible 
and short duration isnltion flashes occur. The method 
is used for calculaiinc; the ignition parameters of 
nltroglycol with a (tas stream of 1273°K. T and T 

?he íakhn e? “T* and 105Ü°K- fospectivelv'cT-l lsm 
the combustion temperature). The calculations^ielded 
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the following values: 

thickness of'the’gasified î^pltlon,tlne. 0.31 sec; 
3-10-3 cm; heat rfquire*df^y^nition,'1 ! 

32, 
“S bÿ rcon- 
tekhnichfsklye pnohle.y .orenlyl 

sives°by ^now^f^ot0f condense0 explo- 

¡;\s: ;ú's*K «31;; 
carbon dioxide) was studiirt^ nltr^en» argon, or 
T0 - 250-^700- *LStu?ie? at «as temperature 
Re - 150-550 ¿J L WJy U = 90-270 cni/sec, 

The ignition delay was deteímin^1^ t¿ = 15“"95 sec' 
the temperature of the pvro£ví?nd hS 3 fanc^ion of T0, 
heat transfer coeffieipn? oxylJTn char6e fu, and the ° 
of the experimental resuif^' J^^^atical treatment 
yielded the followinc exnrf»QWíthÍ5 the similitu^e theory 
dimensionless ignition delay timef°r determininß 

^ = 0,0168«//“ mf 
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where 

^ Cf *1% 
' Q E ' 

Here, Q is the thermal effect; C, specific heat; E, 
activation energy; and m = 1.6^. A graphical presenta¬ 
tion of the experimental results in dimensionless co- 
ordinates shows that only under the following conditions 
’'»(«’X < *3(0), does the above equation correctly de¬ 
scribe the ignition of pyroxylin by hot gases and is 
probably applicable for other condensed systems in 
which the ignition is not accompanied by phase transi¬ 
tions. 

0.=~r(7WH); //=« 
RTq 

Rn 
exp (£//?/;) 

33. Maksimov, E. I., A. G. Merzhanov, and N. N. Semenov. A 
model of the combustion of nonvolatile explosives 

1964 Aïl2!ïÎ5a naUk SSSR* Doklady» v* 157» no- 2! 

Parr and Crawford’s theory of burning of liquid explo¬ 
sives through the formation of foam in the condensed 

raeo^ i™ t°ne PhyS- Co11- Chem‘» 54, no. 6, 1950, 
927) has been further developed by theoretically treat¬ 
ing the problem of the mechanism of dispersion durinr 
the burning of nonvolatile liquid and solid explosives. 

wh?ív!8e^Sta?e<-m0del °f the burnin6 process is considered 
which takes into account reactions in the liquid phase 

a ^ar6e expansion in volume caused by the formation 
of foam, which is transformed into an aerosol. The 
reaction in the gaseous phase, the dissolution of the 
gaseous reaction products in the liquid phase, and the 
heat losses from the reaction zone are ignored. The 
heât capâcity is assumed to be constant. The equation 
of state for an ideal gas is applied to the pressure 
in the foam bubbles and the aerosol. An approximate 
solution of the initial system of equations derived 
for the burning process with a large expansion in volume 
was obtained by using Zeldovich and Frank-Kamenskiy's 
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assumption that the convective heat transfer in the 
reaction zone may be neglected. Numerical values of 
various parameters of the burning process were calcu¬ 
lated on an electronic computer to verify the approxima¬ 
tion. The data were in fair agreement with the theory. 
Thus, the proposed model may be used for calculating 
the burning velocities of liquid and melting, solid 
explosives. 

3**. Maksimov, E. I., A. G. Merzhanov, and V. M. Shkiro. Gao- 
less compositions as the simplest combustion model for 
nonvolatile condensed systems. Fizika goreniva i 
vzryva, no. 4, 1965, 24-30. 

Condensed phase reactions are of fundamental importance 
for studying solid propellant combustion. However, the 
presence of gasification processes and gas-phase reac¬ 
tions affects the combustion mechanism so that the 
characteristics of the condensed-phase reactions can 
be studied only with a model mixture in which no gases 
are formed. Most of the known thermites have been found 
to be unsuitable for this purpose,since they all exhibit 
a considerate pressure effect on the burning velocity, 
thus indicating the presence of gas-phase reactions. 
Therefore, to formulate a thermite which would react 

S?iywlnothe condensed Phase, a mixture of 25% A1 and 
was d*luted with various amounts of Al-0, so 

that tne burning temperature was lowered below the boil¬ 
ing temperatures of any of its components or products. 
These mixtures were compacted to densities in the range 

£/pmax < 0*7 (pinax a ^ g/cm3). Tests showed 
that the burning velocity was fully independent of 
pressure as predicted. The maximum burning temperature 
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2600°K bTtniZ :el0CitV ^rve Was llnear* but at about 
d a br?ak whlch ls attributed to the onset 

f the boiling of aluminum. The burning velocity vs 

Hmi-CHr7e !?ud ai,characteristic minimum. This is 
«íípíbfíedKt0 íhe effect of the thermal diffusivity, 
since the burning velocity vs the thermal diffusivity 

wasV?nrfpd characteristic* The burning velocity 
was independent of particle size which indicates that 

ioü„pr0?ess is not dlffusion controlled, but rather it 
occurs in a purely kinetic regime. The burning velocity 
can therefore be described by the following formula 7 
derived from the thermal combustion theory: 

„2 
U»X -= Û. 

0(1 
KT» „ ( E \ — • — *o exp 

where a is the thermal diffusivity; R, gas constant; 
Kp* pre-exponentiai factor; E, activation energy; Q. 

ture^n th^íLuL^f î’eaction of a stoichiometric mix- 
îorfi,J'n^ÏÎe4.}lquid state¿ c» mean heat capacity; and n 
is the dilution factor. The experimental results were 

la S0ThP^frnemenhWlth values calculated by this formu¬ 
la. Therefore, it can be used for calculating the 

¡iin?^C^paC/meiers E an?,K0. which were calculated to 
be 130 kcal/mole and 1015 //sec resnart-ivoiü Í ï? 
mixture tested. It is concluded that the tested model 
mixture can be used for further studies of clmolexoom 
bustlon processes which also Involve gas phLT^actÍoñs. 
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35. Maksimov, E. I., a. G. Merzhanov, and V. M. Shkiro Self 

flzlch;8k°y ' 

srsíss ”:t r.ssv;™1 
Dubovltskly, Dokl. AN SSSR, 128, 1238, I959.V V fr^kln- A' ?• Merzhanov, Zh. flz. khlm. 30, 26¾ 
196*1) was modified and used for investípam«» í-k«* 

theííÍite10?1^08 and self-1gn^tion temperfture8ofhI 

caSLl” -Pae533e5á ^ 

thickness varying from 0.095 to 0.320 cm Th¿ fm., 

íurna^^íhe1?™0“6? Pb and heated in a" eîecl?îc *' 
nn i* Ih t®mP©Pature at which a "surf" aooeared 

spec ÄÄr^Psdfoa? ¡Voh4rmr>ãthe 
t0 676°C for a 0.320 cm thlcx speclmeí Th. 

activation energy and the rate of the heat of reaction 

were calculated to be to,000 cal/mol and 

rrsiÄ«S“: tszt: ~ 
therml?3 ^ Òf USed as slinPle models for studying 
systems.expl08lons and the self-lgnltlon of condensed 
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36. Maksimov, E. I., A. G. Merzhanov, and Yu. R. Kolesov. 
Density distribution in the combustion zone of con- 
densed systems. IN: Akademiya nauk SSSR. Doklady 
V. 162, no. 5, 1965, 1115-1118. ** 

An experimental method based on x-ray absorption 

nn«rilT,fme?tLWav develoPed for determining the density 
filfuaî the burning surface of a solid propellant. 

The method applied to hexogen combustion at 0.5_5 atm 
showed that the density profile changes considerably 

ïÎîh4-PfeiSSUre and that the density change is gradual. 
The thickness of the zone in which the density changes 
can be calculated as a function of the propellant den¬ 
sity by means of a derived formula. Motion picture 
photography showed that foam formed in the molten pro¬ 
pellant layer leads to aerosol formation. Foam forma- 

aJ'tributed to the chemical reaction in the 
liquid melt rather than to passage of gases or to boil- 
ing of the overheated melt. The chemical conversion 
in the liquid phase was evaluated as 0.15—0.35 A 
comparison of the velocity of the reaction front prop- 
a?at jn wdth tiie turning velocity actually observed 
showed that the former is one order of magnitude 
smaller than the latter and that the gas phase reaction 

must thus be the controlling step in the overall com¬ 
bustion process. The study reconfirmed a previous 
theoretical result that the density changes gradually 
ând not stepwise. Values of the surface temperature, 
which áre the basis for many combustion theories, should 
therefore be considered with reservations. 
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37. Mal tsev, V, M., and P, P. PoKhil. Evaluation of the 
thermal effect In the Initial combustion stage of 
explosives. Zhurnal prikladnoy mekhaniki 1 tekhni- 
cheskoy flziki, no. 2, 1963, 173-174. 

The effect of the condensed phase reaction taking 
place during combustion of explosives was studied. 
The heat evolved during the condensed phase reaction 
Ql was calculated at different pressures by the formu¬ 
la Qi * Q3—Q2, where Q2 equals the amount of heat 
transferred from the smoke-gas zone to the explosive 
and Qj equals the total heat transferred to the explo¬ 
sive during combustion. The values of Q2 and Q3 were 
experimentally determined by measuring the surface 
temperature of the explosive and determining the axial 
temperature profile in the flame. Measurements with 
nitroglycerine were made at 22 to 66 atm; Q,, q2, q,4 
Q4 (heat evolved in the gas phase), and Q (total reac¬ 
tion heat) were tabulated. The table shows that Qi 
increases with increasing pressures, while the amount 
of smoke generated by dispersion of the condensed phase 
decreases. Measurements of the absorption and temper¬ 
ature profiles of the flame were also made with hexogen 
and the results plotted for 20, 40, and 60 atm. The 

plot shows that two different flame zones exist: 1) 
a zone close to the surface in which absorption de¬ 
creases raj i’ly with increasing distance from the sur¬ 
face; this is explained by the fact that the concentra¬ 
tion of the dispersed aerosol particles is highest at 
the surface and decreases rapidly with distance from 
the surface owing to evaporation; and 2) a zone in which 
absorption approaches a minimum value with increasing 
distance from the surface. Absorption in the second 
zone increases with increasing pressure, and as the 
pressure Increases, the temperature profile becomes 
steeper and the maximum flame temperature is shifted 

3wfa?e- The results for hexogen show that 
about 15 koal/g about 10* of the total heat transferred 
to the explosive) is evolved in the condensed phase. At 

£lgh Prefs^res> the initial stage in the com¬ 
bustion of hexogen takes place in the condensed phase. 

tíe ¡}eatin« of hexogen during combustion 
takes place by heat conduction from the gas phase as 
well as by heat evolution in the condensed phase. 
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3 . Mal tsev, V. M., V. S. Logachev, and V. A. Seleznev. 
Accounting for some optical properties of ballistic 

rÍamef^Ín temPerature measurements. Zhurnal 
fizlcheskoy khimii, v. 38, no. 11, 1964, 2666-2668. 

ba?i?«£înal temPerature measurement of the flame of 
P°wafr4was studied in a constant pressure 

7000 ïy) the emis^n spectrum (3800 to 
7000 A), the brightness temperature, and the reflec- 
tivity and absorptivity of the flam¿. It is concluded 

urpmpni^10?-1 ^11003 ^ be used for temperature meas¬ 
urements of powder flames at elevated pressure/ 

39. Manelis, G. B., and Yu. I. Rubtsov. The kinetics of ther- 

Iî?14(iuCO!npos,lt’ion of ammonium perchlorate. Zhurnal 
fizlcheskoy khimii, v. ¿0, no. 4, 1966, 770-774. 

of thermal decomposition of ammonium per- 
chiorate Ap were studied in the 196.5—28o°C rangeP 

c°nstants and the heat of the reaction'were 
termined. Examination of the kinetic curves obtained 

y gravimetric methods indicates that in the 200—280°C 
range, the reaction rate drops sharply after 30_35¾ 
of the starting sample decomposes; the reaction contin- 

iîhfAV re,1fL1iely low rate- 11 «as also observed Ín 
that above 236 C, AP changes from an orthorhombic to 
a cubic crystalline modification. The transition is 
accompanied by a substantial decrease in the reaction 

ln the C?blc orystal lattice the Secoraposl- 
rí0n^dfVeÍOPoi.o0re slowly* The heat of reaction was 

334nt 12 ^ C?1/g in 6lass vessel5» and 12 cal/g in aluminum vessels. Mass-spectrometrin 
addítií8 ff decomP°sition products showed that, in 

t0 nitro«en oxides, appreciable amounts of 1 
free nitrogen are present. 01 



t Margolin, A. D., and S. V. Chuyko. Conditions of ignition 
of pore walls in the combustion of porous charges. 
Pizika goreniya i vzryva, no. 3, I965, 27-35. 

Several investigators have previously concluded thc.t 
instability is connected with the ignition of pore 
walls, but the conditions have not been analyzed. The 
Ignition or pyrolysis of pore walls is considered to 
be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for com¬ 
bustion instability. For instability to occur, the 
front of the ignition or pyrolysis must move faster 
than the normal combustion front. Perturbation of the 
normal combustion regime can take place either by pene¬ 
tration of gases into the pores or by heating the 
gases contained in the pores. In the present study, 
ignition criteria were derived in terms of pore dimen¬ 
sions, gas and propellant temperatures, pressure, etc. 
The following cases were mathematically analyzed: heat¬ 
ing and ignition of pores by penetrating hot gases, ig¬ 
nition of the pore wall caused by flame propagation into 
the gases contained in the pores, and heating of gases by 
adiabatic compression. The effects of imperfections in 
oore structure are also discussed. 

41. Margolin, A. D. Interaction of the combustion zones and 
the anomalous pressure dependence of the burning 

196?' 1599-I601?al flzlchesk°y V. 38, no. 6, 

A theoretical analysis has been made of the effect of 
the interaction between burning zones in a system on 

theor!»M>a? ve¿°°iJy of the system. A simple two-zone 
ïhA ri1"0?61 iS ProP°sed for the interaction be- 

anH ?Kth fir?t zone (reactions in the condensed phase) 
Dhfc^6 S?u°nd H°?e (reactlons ln the adjoining gaseous 
pha^e). The model explains the anomalous pressure de¬ 
pendence of the burning velocity of a system. The 
pressure dependence of the burning velocity of the 
entire system is characterized by the function v: 

V , a2vi - alV2 

*2 * •] 

where aj - (d In Ul/d In y)y0; a2 « (d In u2/d In y)vn. 
^ d Uj/d In p)«i v2 = (d In u«>/d In n) • v a«^* 

u rJeferttotth d?;sta^es between the zones, aid and 
u2 refer to the burning velocities in the two zones. 
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42. 

According to this theory, the anomalous pressure de¬ 
pendence of the burning velocity is explained as 
follows: at low pressures the ças-phase reaction is 
a controlling factor with v = vf = (d In u2/d In p)m- 

a?fireaKtJ0n then roUows the region of strong inter¬ 
action between the zones at low v (v < v,; v < v )• as 
the pressure increases, the condensed phase reaction 
becomes th® controlling factor and 

* ? în Ul>/d ln The equation may also be 
used for studying other parameters if p (pressure) is 
replaced by a different parameter such as particle 
size or additive concentration. The equation may be 
generalized to include the interaction of more than 

Margolin, A. D., o. I. Nefedova, and P. p. Pokhil. 

in?????"?* °f b!lrnln* rate of various fuels on the 
initial temperature. Zhurnal prikladnoy mekhaniki i 
tekhnicheskoy fiziki, no. 3, 1964, 1A9-Í53? 

Experiments were made with hexogen and mixtures of 
potassium perchlorate with tungsten, zirconium or 

-Ï40StoUÏ50°CZ°The* Initial temperatures ranged from 
aíd inertcomponent ^tios, charge densities. 
The ÎSr£f8tLPh! y1*6 Wefe Varled in the experiments. The log of the burning rate of hexogen and mixtures 
of potassium perchlorate with metals was found to have 
a linear dependence on the Initial temperature of thl 
substance but the relation for mixtures of potassium 
perchlorate with potassium benzoate has a break in it 
Measurements of the surface temperatures in nameÍeÍs‘ 
combustion showed that the heat released in the reac! 

0f condensed phase, on raising the 
n°r t®mperature of the pyroxyline powder from 90 

to 140 C, decreases 15$ (from 84 to 72 cal/g). The 

raixture^and^h01* ^ pr?ducts that the smoke-gas 
mixture and the powder is computed to be 0.4 cal/g deg. 
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'¡- ""‘ÄVH " ¡; ï;,"î;EÏ?- T reaction 
densed systems. IN: Akademlyl nauk0SSSRnV°Tatll^COn' 
seriya khlmicheskaya, no. 8, 196^ 1509fl51líZVe ya‘ 

burning8ratefU|!hwererdetermined h°ne Xra and the 'nass 
roxiline samples (1 cm în dí^eteí 0°rabi|srtio" of Py- 

1° ^Pitles^ngÍig^l'Sj0^' WhlCh 
pressure in a cons^ant pressurrbom^nn dHat. 2°~30 atnl 
gen. The results (see Pies f »SS ^fl¿led wlth nltro- 
experimental data can be foirelãted bv^he the 
derived theoretical relationship: Previously 

xm * ump(T0)/pQ(p)t 

ginning(of)the plateau ín"^^^6 f,unctlon at the be- 
Q(p) is the thermal effect of the”^ te"lPerature profile. 
Phase, and p is the prelsíref reactl°" ^ the gas 

pige 1# Dependence of the 
ma«s burning rate of pyroxi- 
line on density at different 
pressures 

1 - 30 atm; 2 - 26 atm; 
3-21 atm. 

2, Dependence of the 
length of the dark zone on 
the mass burning rate at 
different pressures 

1-31 atm; 2 
21 atm; p - p 
p - 1 ; A - p - 
P - 1.5. 

- 26 atm; 
■ 0.8; D 
1.3 ; o - 
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NoYikoY, S. S;, and Yu. S. Ryazantsev. Acoustic admittanc 
or the hot surface of condensed systems. Zhurnal 

lQfiïla77°ft mekhanlkl 1 tekhnicheskoy fiziki, no. 6, 

e 

On the basis of a theory of Ya. B. Zel'dovich. an 
expression is derived for the acoustic admittance of 
the hot surface of a condensed system which is depend¬ 
ent on three parameters. It is shown that, dependin* 
on these parameters, acoustic waves reflected from the 
hot surface may be intensified or attenuated. Acoustic 
waves having a wavelength considerably greater than 
the width of the burning zone in the gas are considered, 
so that, In the given case, the front of the chemical 
reaction in the gas coincides with the surface of the 
condensed phase. To determine the acoustic admittance 
of the hot surface, it is necessary to determine the 
ratio of the magnitudes of the velocity and pressure of 
the sound field on this surface. 

Novikov, S, S., and Yu. S. Ryazantsev. Analysis of mathe¬ 
matical models of combustion in the condensed phase. 

Ï964,Aïl88-ÎÏ9inaUk SSSR‘ Doklady* v* 157» no- 5, 

The combustion of condensed systems is characterized 
by the multistage conversion of the combustible in the 
combustion front. Therefore, the study of the individ- 
ua! stages and their interaction and the determination 
of the controlling stage are of importance. It was 
previously shown that up to 70* of the heat required 
for heating the burning surface is liberated by chemi- 
cal reactions in the condensed phase. In flameless 
combustion of nitroglycerine powder, combustion is 

?.eXClUSíVely by heat llber*ted in the condensed 
phase. It was also previously found that with increas- 

heat llberated in the condensed phase 
increases. In the present article, the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of the equations describing 
the £omb^tion process in the condensed phase was proven. 
Ya. B. Zel'dovich’s thermal theory of combustion in 
gases was generalized for the case of combustion in 
the condensed phase. Two models were considered: 1) 
the Ts-inode1, where T3 is a fixed temperature analogous 
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‘î!! P®1"4 the Zel'dovich-Belyayev model, 
Jhe Qk model, in which the condensed phase is 

gasified when a fixed amount of heat (Qk) is evolved 

nesshQfih«íhr!âÍtí?n in the condensed Phase. The unique- till th^ ?1Utions was Proved* It was also shownq 
Ssed ïi-mui^n! ?re nSt rautually exclusive and can be 
ï "auhÎurî»^«0USl?- Jor thls case the Possibility of 
a subsurface combustion regime as a function of 
pressure is discussed. 

46. Novikov, S. S., and Yu. S. 
of condensed systems. 
Doklady, v. 157, no. 6, 

Ryazantsev. Combustion theory 
IN: Akademiya nauk SSSR. 
1964, 1448-1450. 

.ouationseof°í t5e exlstenoe of a single solution of 
condensed phase combustion is investi 

gated on the assumption that the reaction in thecñn 
densed phase is monomolecular and the effect of th« 

geT?ioShf^BSlfC8t8 ltSelf presence^of^a heat flow from the gaseous to the condensed phase. 
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^7. Novikov, S. S., and Yu. S. Ryazantsev. Interaction of 
sound waves with the burning surface of condensed 
systems. Zhurnal prikladnoy mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy 
fiziki, no. 2, 1966, 57-62. y 

The problem of the acoustic admittance of burning; sur¬ 
faces of condensed explosives and the effect of re- 

sound waves on the combustion stability were 
studied theoretically. The exothermic reaction in the 
condensed phase, its effect on the burning velocity, 
and the change in the condensed-phase surface temper¬ 
ature under nonsteady-state conditions were taken into 
account. A theoretical model of the combustion process 
was used in which the burning zone consisted of five 
regions.- 1) a heating region in the condensed phase 
without a chemical reaction; 2) a chemical reaction 
region in the condensed phase; 3) a heating region of 
the gas phase also without a chemical reaction; 4) a 
chemical reaction region in the gas phase; and^) a 
region with gaseous combustion products. Eauations 
describing the linear perturbation of the combustion 
parameters in regions 1—4 at a harmonic pressure 
change were derived. Acoustic properties of the burn¬ 
ing surface of the condensed phase are characterized 

by the acoustic admittance of the burning surface 
for which an enuation was also derived. The conditions 
under which sound wave amplification takes place are 
given. Values of several dimensionless parameters 
were calculated and plotted. A comparison of the cal- 
Sof, corresP°nding published experimental 
data for ballistic powders showed good agreement for 
high-pressure combustion. There is a marked disagree- 
ment between the experimental and theoretical data ob¬ 
tained for low-pressures. 
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48. Novikov, S. S., and Yu. S. Ryazantsev. Theory of combus¬ 
tion stability of solid propellants. Zhurnal priklad- 
noy mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy fiziki. no. 1. 1965 
57-61. * * 

Mathematical criteria of the combustion stability of 
solid propellants were drived for the zero- and 1st- 
order reactions in Q-model combustion, when the gas¬ 
ification of the condensed phase (k-phase) occurs as 
a result of the exothermic reaction in the k-phase, and 
for the zero- and Ist-order reactions in Ts-model com¬ 
bustion, when the gasification of the k-phase occurs 
as a result of the surface, gaseous-phase temperature 
Ts. The proposed combustion stability theory takes 
into account the heat generated in the k-phase. The 
effect of the heat generated in the surface layer of 
the k-phase and the temperature fluctuations in the 
gaseous phase near the charge surface on the combustion 
stability of solid propellants is discussed. 

49. Novikov, S. S., and Yu. S. Ryazantsev. The theory of the 
steady propagation velocity of an exothermic reaction 
front in the condensed phase. Zhurnal prikladnoy 
mekhaniki i tekhnicheskoy fiziki, no. 3, I965, 43-48. 

The exothermic reaction in the condensed phase mav in 
some cases liberate up to 802 of the total heat release 
in the combustion of a solid propellant. However, even 
in cases when the heat release in the condensed phase 
is much smaller, this process is fully or partly re¬ 
sponsable for the gasification and thus has a controll¬ 
ing effect on the overall combustion process. Formulas 
for the velocity of the reaction front propagating in 
the condensed phase are also of importance for analyzing 
nonsteady-state phenomena associated with combustion 
instability. In the present study, the Zel'dovich- 
Frank-Kamenetskiy method for thermal flame propagation 
was applied, and formulas were derived for calculating 
the velocity of the reaction front propagating due to 
a first- or zero-order reaction in the condensed phase. 
Formulas for the maximum and minimum velocities were 
also obtained. 
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50. 
NOV03ure°ohan¿es ' Zhornl, durlng hâ™onl<= prea- 

cheskoy rlikl. TX 1 

shoíldrthataa ^¾313 °f, ?0lld Panant combustion 
inglystem „uh a natS?1^^ °0nstltute3 an oscillât- cpement TK„ ? natural frequency and a dampinm de- 

the surface temperature TrdependsVthr”“0" that 
and f-ho tispenus on th© pressure d 

the steady-state^urnln^velocitj^m^T^p^iasSthen 

burnlírvelocltÍ^tft^^Zí^f^s £ 

‘~iT- -ífr!. \ 
■>U 

T ' \ M o Jp 
dT V - ' 1 / <37’ ° , 

\ Ö ln D / ’ M *“ O rp ~ (-0-}— ) ^ r» 11 “io \ o ln p j 

TcXllaX\ l\VlnaT:\lh%bS(TXreBlnl char- 
established by relaxation of t'he nonsteady-stat^teml 

ïnffathpeadlStriKUîl0n* The time exP°nerit characteriz- 

ix, h*sZ and 9 e u m /p (burning velocity), 

Q -. (k 1)a — f (A- -f 1) fr-1 _ 
. ^ - VW - rTljTZL- (k- \)* . 

lns öfRthe*osclllations?nt WhlCh Caractérisés damp- 

I III Í » no 

characterizes the oscillation freauenev 
Sheí t <:°iU?h“n8 regime depends'on tíi rltloX " 
T. DZ/Û’S?) damPlnS Is smail. As r approach 

ProacJ a/ f i Í The 

propellant is an oscillating system with a JíuènH th 
quency and damping decrement. Whin k < i 
state regime is approached aperildïcllîy ’l e TllJ' 
out passing through the steady-state vaiiiA1*6^' with7 
for the burning velocitv in i-h*3™ value. Expressions 

monic oscillations were^lsc^derlve^and h&1" 
for resonance were analyzed. nlTs TXXIX 
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equations and boundary conditions characterizing reso¬ 
nance are nonlinear, so that all phenomena related to 
nonlinear oscillations such as ambiguous relationships 
•between the burning velocity and the pressure fluctu¬ 
ation frequency, sudden transitions between regimes, 
and resonance at frequencies not coinciding with the 
natural frequency can be expected. 

51* Novoshllov, B. V. Stability criterion for steady-state 
powder combustion. Zhurnal prikladnoy mekhaniki i 
tekhnicheskoy fiziki, no. 4, I965, 157-160. 

An analysis of solid propellant combustion was made on 
the basis of a model which was assumed to have a vari¬ 
able propellant surface temperature and a two-stage 
combustion process during which the propellant is first 
decomposed and gasified and then reacts in the gas 
phase to yield the final products (see Pig. 1). It is 
assumed that the reactions in the gas and condensed 
phases take place without inertia. The heat release 
due to decomposition of the condensed and dispersed 
phases and that of the gas-phase reaction are considered. 
Based on the concept that combustion is either stable 
or unstable when small perturbations of the burning 
velocity or surface temperature are either damped or 
amplified, the following stability criteria were de¬ 
rived. Combustion is always stable when k < 1; when 
k > 1, it is stable only when 



where, 

52. 

i-fr.-iyi31"" d ï « I ¡i 

and 

• >■ (<tl\ / l)ï'o)v 

Here, m is the mass burning rate; ¢, temperature pro¬ 
file; Tj, surface temperature; and T0, initial propel¬ 
lant temperature. It is noted that for steady-state 
stability analysis only m(*, p) must be known, while 
under nonsteady-state conditions also T,(4,p) must be 
known• 1 

Fig. 1, Solid propellant combus¬ 
tion model 

A -*> B •*- C - Two-stage conversion; 
qj - heat relaasad by decomposition 
on surface; q2 - heat released by 
decomposition of dispersed parti¬ 
cles; q3 - heat ralaasad by gas- 
phase reaction; T, - combustion 
temperatura. 

Va Temperature dependence of the kinetic 
ílatiCBr?/ exothermlc reactions in the con- 

S?n$.P„hoa:e3. Î96<,A6Â? naUk SSSR- D°klady' 

e?Pl08ives undergoing thermal decom- 
Sumhpi ? 1 ute a large value for the collision 
number Z, which cannot be correlated with the freauenev % î'1“810"- Th? "»snltude o? Z and also " 
of E (the activation energy) can be explained bv the 

Sítheüh! a “’f™81 b0nd' whose length inlreases 
with the temperature. A mathematical expression was 

bond^0 f0r the temperature dependence of this thermal 
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53« Novozhilov, B, V, The mean burning velocity during harmonic 

pressure changes. Pizika goreniya i vzryva, no. 3, 
1965, 41-44. * * 

During slow pressure variations, the temperature pro¬ 
file of a propellant follows the pressure change and 
the burning velocity has a quasi-steady-state value. 
When the pressure changes rapidly, the temperature pro¬ 
file lags behind the pressure change and the burning 
velocity assumes a nonsteady-state value. Novozhilov 
/nîîm«* anc* Istratov, Librovich, and Novozhilov 
(PMTF, 1964, 3) investigated the latter regime by 
analyzing the effect of instantaneous or exponential 
pressure changes or changes caused by a sudden nozzle 
constriction in a solid propellant motor. In the pre¬ 
sent study, a model is considered in which the burning 
velocity of the propellant is a function of the pressure 
and the temperature gradients on the solid surface 
only. Expressions were derived for evaluating the de¬ 
viation of the pressure from the steady-state value 
during harmonic pressure fluctuations. This problem 
may be important for studying the generation of acoustic 
oscillations in solid propellant combustion. The 
analysis showed that for exponential and linear pres¬ 

sure changes, the mean burning velocity in a nonsteady- 
state regime is lower than the steady-state value at 
the mean pressure. 
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54. Pokhil, P. P., and L. D. Roraodanova. Investigation of 

ofeqniTriCrUr? °f *ue surface of burning model mixtures 
nZl0he3kOy khlra11* v- 39* 

To study the mechanism of the combustion of solids 

uman^Ph?f sJolchioinetrlc mixtures of oxidants (amioni- 
um perchlorate, potassium perchlorate, and sodium 

wíth combustibies (graphite, tungsten, 
naphthalene, starch, and succinic and malonic acids) 
were ignited and burned for various periods of time 
under various conditions, e.g., in vacuo, under pres- 
Ihlil and in alr* Tbey were then extinguished, and 
Anîî- ?Urf?cf? were lnvestigated under a microscope. 
Analysis of the tabulated results showed that, with the 

n£nePïf0ïlh0f aramonlum perchlorate-tungsten mixture^ 
cfneH?f thf mlxtures with ammonium perchlorate burn 
steadiiy at room temperature in vacuo (10"2 mm Hg). 

CeaSeS ïhen the igniting wire is removed 
hn? Jharg® surface. During the application of 

the hot wire, the combustible materials (except W) 
melt, and ammonium perchlorate crystals appear on the 
charge surface. At pressures above atmospheric, the 
amount of ammonium perchlorate crystals on the burning 

surface decreases, and at pressures above 30 atm, the 
crystais are replaced by holes, which is attributed 
to the burning of ammonium perchlorate itself at nres- 
sures above 30 atm. Depending on the melting or sub- 
limation temperature, either the oxidant or the com¬ 
bustible accumulates on the burning surface. The 
appearance of small bubbles in the molten layer of the 
burning mixture indicates a liquid-phase oxidation 
process. The limiting pressure at which the mixtures 
containing ammonium perchlorate cease to burn deoends 
on ;he particle size of the oxidant and on the physi¬ 
cal properties of the combustible. Stable combustion 

«ãd?Âed H0" KC10--W mlxtures at temperatures ex- 
mí pÍÜ8 r Pressures of about 10“2 mm Hg. The 
NH4C104-W mixture also burned steadily at room temoer- 
ature and pressures of 5 atm or more. Mixtures of 
these oxidants with graphite do not burn steadily in 
the pressure region studied (up to 100 atm). The ini¬ 
tial stage of the burning of solids occurs in the 
molten layer of the charge, and a high-temperature 
gaseous phase is formed where the burning is completed. 
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55« Pokhil, P, P,, and L« D. Romodanova. The combustion of 
4 systems containing potassium perchlorate as oxidizer 

and metal fuels in a vacuum. Zhurnal fizicheskoy 
khimii, V. 39, no. 11, 1965, 2757-2759. 

Previous studies by the authors showed that composite 
propellants containing potassium perchlorate and a 
metal as a fuel can undergo flameless combustion at 
10'2 mm Hg pressure. Since the combustion stability 
of such propellants depends on the condensed phase 
reaction and the overall heat release, a study was 
made of the ignition temperatures, the surface temper¬ 
atures during combustion, the burning velocities, and 
the chemical composition of the condensed- and gas- 
phases of propellants containing KC104 and Mo, Zr, W, 
or Ti with particle sizes ranging from 20 to oO y. 
The ignition temperatures ranged from 370°C for 
KCIO4 + Mo to 6l0°C for KCIO4 + Ti, while the surface 
temperatures of these propellants were 610 and 640°C, 
respectively. This indicates that after ignition, the 
surface temperature increases due to the exothermal 
reaction in the condensed phase. Chemical analysis 
of the condensed and gas phases during combustion of 

KCIO4 + Zr showed that only 1% of oxide is formed, but 
30% KCIO4 decomposes in the condensed phase. This 
shows that in the initial combustion stage, the reaction 
takes place only on the metal surface; then a gas- 
smoke phase is formed in which combustion is completed. 
Another important conclusion is that ignition takes 
place at a temperature at which the metal is in a solid 
state. 
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Pokhil, P. P., and V. M. Mal’tsev. On the mechanism of 
gunpowder combustion. Inzhenerno-fizlcheskiy zhurnal, 
V. 6, no. 6, 1963, 9^-99. 

The distribution of light absorption and temperature 
along the axis of a flame of nitroglycerine powder 
(Balistite H) and hexogen at pressures of (220,5 to 
MO.D'IO4 newton/m2 was measured in a constant-pres¬ 
sure bomb by an infrared pyrometer originally developed 
for temperature measurements at 600—3500oK. Three 
distinct zones were observed on the curves of tempera¬ 
ture and absorption vs distance. Absorption decreased 
to a minimum in the first zone and increased in the 
second. In the third zone the temperature reached a 
maximum. Only two zones were observed for hexogen; 
absorption decreased in the first zone and remained 
constant in the second. The results indicate that the 
condensed phase decreased during combustion of the 
powder and the combustion efficiency and temperature 
increased continuously with pressure up to a maximum 
of 2350°K at (490—539)•lO'* n/m2. The length of the 
combustion zone decreased with increasing pressure. 
The temperature profile of the powder flame was S-shaped. 
Determination of the heat release showed that in the 

condensed phase it increased with increasing pressure. 
The amount of heat released in the condensed phase 
and its role in heating charges, compared to the over¬ 
all heat release, were greater for nitroglycerine pow¬ 
der than for hexogen. 



r 

57. Pokhil, P. P., and V„ M. Mal'tsev. Combustion temperature 

no.eï^l965*S978-979?a* flzlohesk°y khlmli. v. 39, 

The combustion temperatures of PETN, hexogen, and 
ryl were measured at high pressures (20—100 atm) 

in a constant-pressure bomb in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

(P r PokíÍi vCrMbeM ®îPerlmental unit was used 
7h L* V‘ M* Mal’tsev, and L. I. Pal’perin. 
Zh. fiz. khimli, v. 1131 iq6o^ tha. 
tivitipci nf ppfPM •'-y01'-'. xhe flsme absorp- 
civities of PETN and hexogen were in the 0.1—0.3 
range and that of tetryl in the 0.8—0.9 range. In 

t!?e absorPtivity increased along the flame 
towards the charge surface. The temperature of 

0? 20 a60%?f Î>E™ and hexo«en ln the Pressure ranse 
õf 60ZÍ00 atmln?h!a?e raPidly; ln the Pressure range 
01 ou luo atm, the temperature rose slowiv t-n a mQv* 

räLeOf(23050I0rat3^0°tKi reSPeCtl"e"* " Pr--;e 
range (20—100 atm), the tetryl fl?me temoeraturf» 
changed only slightly and was 2600°K. In all cases 
îtetZhSUred temPeratures were lower than calculated. 
neraerthofrfKSUreSJ: the exPlosives were partially dis¬ 

charges? °e °f the liqUld lay®r of th® 

58. Shaulov, ïu.Kh., O. 0. Shmyreva, and V. S. Tubyanskaya. 
neat of combustion of ammonium borane. Zhurnal fizi- 
cheskoy khimii, v. 40, no. 1, I966, 122-124. 

The heat of combustion at a constant volume AU of 
ammonium borane BH3NH3 was determined experimentally 
and its standard heat of formation AHÂ was calcu¬ 
lated. The exact value of aHÃ is necessary for solving 
problems connected with the synthesis of 

ÍH?hA?h i^wUl?w ír2m eQUation: AHÄ(BH3NH3(cr) ) = 

where Añfi(H3B03(cr) ) and aH^H20 (liq)) are taken from * 
previously published data and AHg(BH3NH3(cr)) is the 

r,n???Hdrheat^r 00mbu3tion of Bh3NH3, wilch waC ca?- 
culated from the experimental AU. AU was determined 
calorimetrically by burning powdered BH3NH3 in oxygen 
under 30 atm at an initial temperature of 25* 0.001°C. 

pf°cedure and analysis of combustion 
pr ducts (boric acid and nitrogen) were described. Corn- 

scattering BH3nHLwas 99.5-100¾ complete and 
' was t33? § ± n 7 £ V/8 ,'2%' The avera6e AHj(BH3NH3(cr)) 

°x! kcal/"101 and the calculated ° 
AHÿ(BH3NH3ur)) was -42.54*1.4 kcal/mol. 
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59. Shidlovskiy, A. A., and N. A. Volodina. Study of the com¬ 
bustion of potassium chlorate-iditol mixtures with 
catalytic additives. Zhurnal prikladnoy khimii, v. 39, 
no. 4, 1966, 754-758. 

The burning velocities and combustion temperatures of 
KClOj-phenol formaldehyde resin mixtures containing 
Mn02, KMn04, C^Oa, CoCl2*6H20, C02O3, and CoO as addi¬ 
tives were determined. The burning velocity vs resin 
concentration curves showed that the burning velocity . 
and combustion temperature are maximum at a resin con¬ 
centration of 14—18/Í. The addition of Cr203, Mn02, 
and CoC^'ó^Ü had the strongest catalytic effect among 
the additives tested. They considerably increased the 

’ burning velocity and permitted a low caloric mixture 
containing only 0,8—4? resin to burn at atmospheric 
pressure. The strongest catalytic effect was experi¬ 
enced when the additives were present in concentrations 
ranging from 3 to 5Í. A stoichiometric mixture of 
NaCIO3-resin burned considerably slower than a stoichio¬ 
metric KC103-resin mixture. This is attributed to the 
lower melting point of NaCIO3. 

60. Shidlovskiy, A. A., L. P. Shmagin, and V. V. Bulanova. 
Combustion of ammonium perchlorate under atmospheric 
pressure. IN; Izvestiya vysshikh uchebnykh zavedeniy. 
Khimiya i khimicheskaya tekhnologiya, v. 7, no. 5, 
1964, 862-863. 

The catalytic effect of Cu20, CU2CI2, CuO, CUCO3, 
Mn02, MnC03, MnC^^HzO, Co203, ZnO, Fe203, NiO, NÍ2O3, 
CrjOj, Cu, Cr204, CdO, or MgO on the thermal decompo¬ 
sition and burning of ammonium perchlorate was studied 
at atmospheric pressure. The experiments were conducted 
with technical-grade NH4CIO4 sifted through a no. 61 
sieve and containing 5¾ of the pure ground catalysts. 
The mixtures were burned at 20 and 100°C in glass tubes. 
At 20°C, NH4CIO4 burns in the presence of Cu20, CuO, 
Cu2Cl2, Mn02, or MnC03, and at 100°C in the presence 
of CuCOj, MnCl2 • 4H20, C02O3, or ZnO. The highest burn¬ 
ing velocity and highest thermal coefficient of the 
burning velocity (0.60—O.8O mm/sec at 20°C and 1.40 to 
2.O8 mm/sec at 100°C) are exhibited by mixtures con¬ 
taining copper compounds. Mixtures with Fe2^3» NiO, 
Ni203, Cr203, Cu, Cr204, CdO, and MgO do not burn under 
the above conditions. 
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6l. Shidlovskiy, A. A., L. F. Shmagin, and V. V. Bulanova. 
The effect of some additives on the thermal decomposi- 
tlon of ammonium perchlorate. IN: Izvestlya vysshlkh 
uchebnykh zavedeniy. Khimlya 1 khlmicheskaya tekhno- 
logiya, V. 8, no. 4, 1965, 533-53B. 

The purpose of this work was to investigate the thermal 
decomposition of ammonium perchlorate AP in the presence 
of oxides, chlorides, carbonates, and oxalates of 
certain metals. The decomposition was studied gravi- 
üîu rîC?Î'ly* at atmosPheric pressure, and at 214_470oC 
The following values for activation energies were 
found: for the orthorhombic form, E * 40 kcal/mole* 
for the cubic form, E = 24—28 kcal/mole j for the * 
residue from the low-temperature decomposition, 
E " 30—39 kcal/mole. Compounds of manganese and cobalt 
promote complete decomposition of AP at T < 24o°C. 
Compounds of iron, nickel, and chromium promote complete 
decomposition of AP at 270-280°C. The rate of decom- 

0f AP is increased by the addition of compounds 
of copper, manganese, cobalt, as well as zinc oxide; 
it is retarded by the addition of compounds of iron, 
bivalent nickel, chromium, and vanadium pentoxide. 

For the same element, the activity of the compounds 
added decreases in the following order: carbonate 
(oxalate), oxide, and chloride. 
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62. Shidlovskijr, A. A. Thermochemloal estimate of the abilitv 
or inorganic ammonium and hydrazinium salts to sustain 
combustion fizicheskoy khlmii. 

effeíí°oeWfh d!Vel0ped for estimating the exothermal 
heats offroíma??‘'°mpOSltlím of a,‘,moniura salts «hose heats of formation are not known. It is pointed out 
that ammonium salts which decompose exothermallv can 
under certain conditions, sustain and propagate com-* 

to^u^tafn^r*eXhl°n* The abillty of’ ammonium salts 
to sustain combustion and explosions was studied on 

acid^aSiû 0f ftandard heats ^ formation of several 
acids. A constant difference of 27.5 + 1 kcal/mole 
between the heats of formation of corresponding 
ammonium and hydrazinium salts of monobasic acids was 
determined. The heats of formation of dlhydrazinium 
sulfate and dihydrazinium sulfite were determined- 

The Sh?Uld be able t0 sustain combustion. 
ÏÏninm 0f exothermal decomposition of hydra- 
of e* selenite, and to a lesser extent, 
of hydrazinium carbonate is suggested. 

3. hteynberg, a. S., V. B. Ulybln, V. V. Barzykin. and A G 
Herzhanov. Ignition of condensed substances at a * 
constant surface temperature. Inzhenerno-flzioheskiv 
zhurnal, v. 10, no. A, 1966, A82-A86. Ilzl°heskly 

To verify the previously postulated theory of the Imi 
tion of condensed explosives (Averson, A. E., Barzykin 
V. y., Merzhanov, A. G. iFZh, 9, no. 2. 1965) the ' 
Ignition of pyroxylin No. 1 charges having a cinstlnt 
initial surface temperature (T-» * 255-~16q0k) hv 

“lth a temperature 
■^0 4 was studied experimentally usinir a 

specially developed experimental unit. The^nitial 
temperature of the pyroxylin was set by a thermostat 

cont-rn? temPeratui:e of the isniter was set by a current 
control system. The ignition delay t„ was visual tVXk 

o?rthe rd,rr°rded U3lng a stopwatch: The Ump¿ratSre 
delav of®!11?«11 blook “as varied to obtain an Ignition 

°f 3-2° sec* The exPerimental data were treated 
of the nüblísheriefíved siathematlcal transformation 

1 Published theoretical equation for t* Thf» 

thePtheoretlca? sh°w aatlafa=tory agreementZiet«een 
X. ja he ore tica 1 and the experimental data. The activa- 

200nkje%orf^.OalCUlated fr°ra the ^aPh3 was found"to be 
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64. Solymosi, Prigyes, and Klara Dobo. The effect of impuri¬ 
ties on the thermal decomposition and explosion of 

1966ni124P129hl°rate* Magar kemiai folyoirat, no. 3, 

The thermal decomposition of ammonium perchlorate was 
studied in the presence of low concentrations (below 
ij) of different impurities, such as iodide, bromide, 
silver (I), copper (II), and iron (III) ions. Detailed 
Kinetic measurements were made between 200 and 240°C 
as well as 260 and 330°C. In the lower temperature 
ränge, all the impurities decrease the induction period 
ana Increase the rate of decomposition of ammonium 
perchlorate. The activation energies found for the 
catalytic decomposition are in good agreement with the 
values corresponding to a process occurring via an 
o^no^r0n ^rans^er mechanism. At temperatures above 
260 C, the decomposition of contaminated ammonium per- 
chlorate became extremely rapid and led to explosion. 
This indicates that the presence of impurities may 
lower the explosion temperature by about 140 to l8o°C. 
The effect of the impurities is explained in terms of* 
electron transfer catalysis, and the part played by the 
character of the impurity is considered. 

65. Strunin, V. A., and G. B. Manelis. Effect of pressure on 
the kinetics of thermal decomposition of ammonium per¬ 
chlorate. IN: ikademiya nauk SSSR. Izvestiya. 
Seriya khimicheskaya, no. 12, 1964, 2226-2227. 

The thermal decomposition of ammonium perchlorate was 
studied at 230 and 260°C in a nitrogen atmosphere, at 
atmospheric pressure, and at 100 atm. It was determined 
that the inert-gas pressure has no effect on the kinetics 
of thermal decomposition. 
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66. Strunin, V. A. Condensed combustion zone of explosives. 
Zhurnal fizicñeskoy khimii, v. 39. no. 2. 1965. 
^33-^35. 

Previous studies of the condensed phase burning of ex¬ 
plosives do not account for the kinetics of the chemi¬ 
cal reactions occurring during combustion. An equation 
which takes into account the kinetics of chemical re¬ 
actions was derived for calculating the condensed 
phase burning velocity u of explosives. Expressions 
correlating other parameters of the burning (tempera¬ 
ture Tj degree of conversion n; degree of dispersion 
ndi activation energy E; and thermal diffusivity a) 
of explosives were also derived. To verify the theory, 
u» n, Hd* and a for the condensed phase burning of 
mercury fulminate, which burns without flame in vacuo, 
were calculated using the derived equations. The cal¬ 
culated data are in fair agreement with the experimental 
data. 

6?. Sulimov, A. A., and A. I. Korotkov. Effect of the high- 
temperature zone of the gas phase on the rate of burn¬ 
ing of nitroglycerin. Zhurnal fizicheskoy khimii, 
v. 38, no. 2, 1964, 331-333. 

The effect of the temperature of the gas phase on the 
burning rate u of nitroglycerin and pyroxylin was studied 
by burning the propellants in a bomb under nitrogen 
and recording the burning process with motion picture 
photography. Specimens of nitroglycerin or pyroxylin 
were cemented to plexiglass plates and placed 10 to 
12 mm from each other. The burning was initiated by 
burning black powder in the gap between the plates. 
At small distances between the propellant and the maxi¬ 
mum temperature zone (z < 2hm, where hm is the distance 
between the propellant surface and the maximum temper¬ 
ature zone in the gap), u is lower than the steady- 
state value. This is attributed to the absence of a 
gas phase with a complete temperature orofile in the 
gap between the plates. 
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68. Tsyganoy, S. A., N. N. Bakhman. and V. V. Yevdokimov 
Combustion of condensed systems with polydisnersed 
components. Pizlka goreniya 1 vzryva, no. ^'1965, 

Previous studies have shown that pronellants r-nnfaio 
ing polystyrene and NH4C104 with small size particle^ 

u) burn slower than those with larger particle 

tiffací íhaíV300^00 u>- This 13 ^plained by 

oxidi^. r ^aciirÄr^t^Lt^^^^^s 

troxïdîLr^-epiacerirria-e^ ^ fU 
place faster To i and the reactlon takes Hoi-oii ster* 10 study this phenomenon in rreat^r 

exPeriments were made with an mh pin i 
styrene mixture at oxldizer/?uel Îatïos ^ Ï'Tt5" 
0.5, and 0.2, with NH4C104-plexiKlass miv,il’ 
fuel/oxidizer ratios 5f 2* 1 and 0 ? 

7ned¡ exPeriments were made at 5. 10 25 Ao 
70, and 100 atm. The mh no 4U» 
clés non iinn i ^4C104 had either large parti¬ 
cles CiOO—400 u), small particles (6 u), or a 50 to 

of 
particle 

^n^ture or large and small particles, it was 
oxidí7phat ! propellants with the mixed particle 
oxidizer can burn at any rate ranging from that 

: Ir r 
bytetheY ^ wa^deflned 

Y - umlx ~ ujar 

usm “ ular 

ÍÍtTm^ã; 1¾ aandU-í!airnvt?HibUrnlnK ''eioclties 

increasing*pressure ftheddehat/hen Y lncreases with 
velocity onPthe pressure vUlTT °f the bUrnlng 
the mixed particle oxidi^1^0 pronounced with 
or larger particle oxlíill ^ Wlth either fche smaH 
as the pressure increases ;hJHWeVe^ When Y decreases 
ing velocity on the oressírp^ d®Pendence of the burn- 

the mixed Par“ íeeo^dlleUnethan1:í?hPerr?h0er0:heWíth 
or small particle oxidizer r v ? the lar8e 
velocity boto™. l.E3 Oepoñdont oí preosure^h^ltí’1® 
;s/s;:s * »~5pSoub:*iÆ 
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69. Vilyunoy, V. N., and 0. B. Sldonskiy. The problem of 

concie?sed systems with radiation energy. 8 
f’izika goreniya i vzryva, no. 4, I965, 39-^3^' 

°f a solid propellant induced by licht 
S?iatí?n was analyzed using a simple propellant 
model. It was assumed that a constant- i-to-ht- n. 4 w. 

™ "WS» Ju— ’ 

■ ss'Sf " ‘«"äsäs ssr- 
^°n: Interes tlng result“?1 tíenanaly5™aÍa3°that' s .s •asK^în^ssiîal”'“!’» 
mu as for calculating the induction .period were derived. 

70. Yevatigneyeva, Ye. V., and 0. 0. Shmyreva Heat nf 

Zhuííai jy®loPentadienylmangane8e tricarbonyl. 

l3SS"îJoÎÎ Sk0y khlmil, V‘ 39» no‘ ^ 1965Ï 

The following experimental value of the heat of 

Sas obtaiLdT 5ycl?Pentadlenylmanganese tïicarbonyl 
h.L Î ined by burnln8 the latter in a calorimetric 
bomb at an oxygen pressure of 30 atmj 
ÛHcomb. * "922,1 + 1 kcal/mole. This value iq an 
average from 8 teats with 2 specimens of cyclopenta 
dlenyimanganese tricarbonyl containing 47.00* C. 

íf1theHh.ff'5e*,Mn’ and 25,8* °* The calculated value 

-125.1 i fkcalÄ " °f CsH5Hn(CO)3 
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¿¿H L~ ~ 
er- a*“i;" î-^îir^irsrrs?."- 

îsâ Æ £ ïï“SS~; “• 
to the contact phenomena Í îed in elation 
catalyst and the reacting LÎ?h bo^dary between the 
correlated with thlr e act inn T?6 effects are 
composition. It is show^that if^hp"1 °ï th®rmal de" 
process is determined bv t-hpoi if<-the.rate of the 
rate can be changed by shifting íír°2ÍC Step» thls 
crystals of the substanop1,^^2 t?e Permi ievel in the 
The data indicate that by obtainin11^dpCOmp0sltion• 
rate-determinine sten nf'yi-wbtai?i!?s information on the 
measuring tie ëfectronîc and ^ 
under consideration, one can alter tSë r^e'íf Ä“-06 

sition of solid ionic 
tlon with the aid of 
work functions. 

compounds In the desired direc- 
mechanical impurities of known 
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72. 
Zel'vârîfhî Ya‘ B- The burnlnf5 vel0°ity of powder under 

p'’essure* Zhurnal prikladnoy mekhaniki 1 
tekhnlcheskov flzikl, no. 3, 126-138. 

veloeítvCíf°hithu pre®sure gradient on the burning 
velocity of black powder was studied theoretically 

velooities^f ^lveV°r determining the burning7' 
Th» ríír! - f he P°wder under various conditions. 
The following cases are considered: a steady combus 

£aDidrIndT,Í0rabUStl0n under the oondltlons of a 
r^Hd aJslow Pressure increase, and the burninz 
and extinguishing of powder at a pressure decreaseg 
nnrt crf^erla for steady combustion and for combustion 
under the conditions at a rapid pressure increaslare 
fíS0Jr!Sented graphically. It is concluded that 

5J8h?r the initial powder temperature, the lower 
the final pressure will be prior to extinction. 

73. Zenin, A. A. Microthermocouple heat transfer in « 
bustion of condensed substances. n?m!dZ' 
mekhaniki 1 tekhnicheskoy flziki, no. “ 1963^ ^31 

The requirements that must be c,af-iQri0H ..u 
eters of a íbermoco^irífo™,“^^^3 ye^eiP?ea,n' 

atu£ p°omeaeíees?uSi1erraHedetstt°^e?eéfbetdenem?r 2ss°sJ%r s: ssrs s 
urements were 6311^1^!: In MÎwcîîe?"0??“?1* Z**3' 

actually 

~^*S”u-”tssL 
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